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This master’s thesis is aimed to provide necessary knowledge in order to understand the 

business angel’s and entrepreneur’s expectations regarding an investment relationship. 

By understanding the expectations, improvements are suggested to business angel-

entrepreneur relationships. The theoretical framework used in this study is based on 

theories describing relationships. A qualitative study is formed based the theories and 

on previous studies and five investment relationships are analysed to achieve the 

findings of this study. 

  

The semi-structured interviews used in this study, revealed similarity in relationships 

that do not include the business angel having an official role in the investee company. 

Those investment pairs did not usually discuss their expectations and the actors had 

different view on the preferred activity levels and styles regarding their investment 

relationships. The business angels were also criticized by their lack of proactivity. 

  

The entrepreneurs’ expectations were mostly about receiving funding on a short notice. 

They did however also expect a person to exchange ideas with and to help with strategic 

questions. They did however not expect business angels to be active if they do not 

possess a board position. Business angels instead had mostly monetary expectations, 

but they also expected efficient reporting and precise administration. They did however 

not want to influence the entrepreneur’s business management activities as they did not 

have a board position. 

  

This study will improve the relationships by suggesting an expectations discussion 

framework to provide the entrepreneurs and business angels a foundation for discussing 

their expectations. The framework includes eight discussion topics that is formed based 

on previous studies and the results of this study. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

New ventures rely on early stage investors and particularly on business angels. A study 

made by The European Trade Association For Business Angels, Seed funds, And other 

Early Stage Market Players (Eban, 2016:2) shows that in 2015, early stage investments 

in Europe covered 8,6 billion euros. Of that amount, 6,1 billion euros were invested by 

business angels. Even though the amount of investors has remained on the same level, 

an investment growth of 8,3% has occurred since the year 2013 (Eban 2016:1). The 

numbers show that business angels have a significant role in the creation of economic 

growth, and this role might grow even greater in the future. Especially since, business 

angels are also recognized to add value to their investee companies (Politis 2008:139). 

Creation of successful investment relationships is therefore important, and it makes 

understanding the relationship expectations an interesting study topic that might enable 

improvement of the business angel-entrepreneur relationships.   

  

New ventures have been recognized (Lahtinen, Pekkala, Halme, 

Salminen, Härmälä, Wiikeri, Lamminkoski, Lähde, Mikkelä, Rouvinen, Kotiranta, Paja

rinen, Dalziel, Barge, Meade & Zhao 2016:5) as source of new innovations but also as 

providers of workplaces and keepers of price stability. A study from 1983 (Wetzel, 

1983:25) and a report from 2016 (Lahtinen et al., 2016:5, 139) both recognize business 

angels’ importance for new ventures and for innovations. Both having new ventures and 

successfully supporting those ventures is important for the economic situation. For 

example, Amazon and Apple are good examples of firms, which have used venture capital 

for their initial funding and which since have ended up reaching global success 

(Bottazzi & Da Rin 2002:4).   

 

Business angels are necessary especially for start-ups in their seed stage, which are not 

attractive investment objects for more traditional investors like venture capitalist firms 

or banks (Wetzel, 1983:23). Business angels usually invest their own money (Lerner 

2000:515) and are therefore not dependent on other peoples’ opinions. Business angels 

are also more likely than other investors to seriously consider a wider range of business 

proposals, but the amounts invested are also smaller (Harrison & Mason, 1992:463).   

 

Fairchild (2011:360) found in his study that business angels dominate the venture capital 

funding market because of their empathy and trust creation with the entrepreneur.  They 

are often looking for taking a quite hands-on role in the company and therefore they tend 
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to choose entrepreneurs they believe in and companies that match their 

expertise (Mason & Stark, 2004:232). Thus, the relationships that business angel have 

with the entrepreneurs, might be more than only a financial relationship, for example a 

mentorship. A mentor though usually needs to be recognized as a successful business 

person (Politis 2008:139).  

 

According to Pietarila (2017), a new venture might provide a business angel a significant 

return on investment but only if they are actively involved in their investee company. 

This however requires a well-functioning investment relationship that equals the 

expectations of both the entrepreneurs and the business angels. Lahti (2011:68) also 

recognized the importance of having a shared understanding of the investment 

relationship. 

 

1.1 Problem area 

The pioneering study of business angels was made 1983 by William E. Wetzel Jr., who 

studied 133 wealthy persons and the profile of a business angel. Wetzel (1983:23,25) 

characterizes business angels as wealthy and well-educated individuals that often have 

entrepreneurial expertise. They are active investors that either take a consulting role in 

a company or a role in the board of directors (Wetzel, 1983:25). It means that they will 

not only provide seed capital, but they also advise in problems and investigate business 

opportunities associated with innovations and inventions or with launching a new 

venture. 

After Wetzel’s study, several studies have analysed business angels as persons, as well as 

the investment process between business angels and entrepreneurs. Mason & Stark 

(2004:227) studied investors’ investment criteria and recognized that business angels 

emphasize a good fit between the entrepreneur and the business angel. Fili (2014a:322) 

instead studied the post-investment negotiation strategies between business angels and 

new ventures, by using social exchange theories. 

Business angels have been argued to be able to add value to their investment companies 

(Politis, 2008:141). they have been recognized to take several value adding roles in a 

company and that the results depend on their activity in those roles. Lahti (2008:160) 

points out that especially Finnish business angels’ activity levels vary greatly, and many 

business angels choose to take the role of a passive investor. Politis (2008:139) argues 
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that a business angel’s willingness to take a more active role, such as a mentoring role or 

other similar roles, depends on the business angel's human and social capital. That 

capital has also been recognized to be positively correlated with the valuation of a 

company (Collewaert & Manigart, 2016:367, Politis 2008:139). Experienced investors do 

however not fully recognize the added value and thus, do not maximize the value of their 

investment companies (Collewaert & Manigart, 2016:367).  Business angels’ knowledge 

is also valuable for improving the business as they are argued to possess an increased 

opportunity recognition (Ramos-Rodrígues et al., 2010:578).  

Business angels tend to emphasize a good relationship with the entrepreneur (Wetzel 

1983:27). Harrison, Dibben and Mason (1997:77) studied trust between informal 

investors as part of the investment decision process and found out that trust is 

determined already in the beginning of the investment decision evaluation process. Also 

Bammens and Collewaert (2014:1985) studied trust between the business angels and 

entrepreneurs and found out that trust may also have a negative influence on the 

entrepreneur’s ability to make decisions. 

Lahti (2011:68) found out in his study that it is important that entrepreneurs and 

business angels that are negotiating a contract, have a mutual understanding of the 

relationship. The post-investment-involvement is not daily and therefore they should 

have a shared understanding of the business angel’s activity in a relationship. According 

to Lahti (2011:68) false expectations easily lead to disappointments. Feeney, Haines and 

Riding (1999:134) also argued that investment deals often fall because of unrealistic 

expectations of the entrepreneur since those expectations lead to excessive valuations. 

Feeney et al. (1999:135) also recognized that entrepreneurs had unrealistic goals, 

demands on investors and market expectations. Many of them also lacked a long-term 

vision. 

At the current state, no suitable research regarding the relationship expectations of 

business angels towards entrepreneurs and vice versa, could be found. This study aims 

to fill that research gap and to suggest improvements to the relationships based on those 

expectations. This study focuses on the expectations of both, the entrepreneur and the 

business angel, since it is argued (Fili, 2014b:59) that because of the complexity of 

relationships, studying them must include learning about both sides. 
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1.2 Purpose of the study 

The purpose of this study, is two-folded: 1) To understand the expectations regarding the 

business angel–entrepreneur relationships and 2) to try to improve the investment 

relationship based on this understanding. This research adds value by recognizing 

possible short comes in the current investments relationships. As previously argued, a 

complex relationship should be analysed from both sides and therefore this analysis 

includes  the viewpoint of business angels and entrepreneurs.   

 

To reach the purpose of this study, a qualitative study is carried out. The interviews are 

done as semi-structured interviews, leading to a more extensive understanding of the 

chosen topics and of the unique relationships.   

 

1.3 Limitations  

This study is limited to active business angels that actively participate in either advising 

their investee company or work hands on with the company. In this study, the definition 

of an active business angel covers business angels that are part of business angel 

networks, but this study does not include business angels that invest through the 

networks. This study does however include business angels that invest through small 

privately held companies. This will eliminate venture capital firms from this study, but 

it will not influence the results, since the study focuses on business angels that participate 

in the companies. Even though business angels often finance new ventures, this study 

includes companies in also more mature phases. Despite the different maturity levels, all 

the entrepreneur respondents included in this study, are original founders of their 

companies. 

 

This study will present different descriptions of a business angel investment process, but 

this study focuses on the model of Riding et al. (2007:335-340) as it is a combination of 

the different models and therefore gives the most extensive understanding of an 

investment process. Thus, the definition of an investment process, used in this study 

includes five stages: Sourcing of potential deals and first impressions, evaluation of the 

proposal, negotiation and consummation, Post-involvement and exit (Riding et al. 

2007:335-340). This focuses mostly on the post-investment phase, which includes the 

relationship between a business angel and an entrepreneur. However, understanding the 

expectations and motivation will require understanding of the previous phases and of 

the investment process as a whole. 
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1.4 An overview of this study 

The first chapter introduces the topic of this thesis, the previous studies regarding the 

study area and the purpose of this study. The second chapter introduces important 

concepts regarding business angel investing, which are early stage investing, definition 

of a business angel and an investment process. Third and fourth chapters present the 

theoretical framework, presenting agency theory, stewardship theory and power theory. 

 

Chapter five presents the methodology used in this study. The sixth chapter begins by 

introducing the respondents, continuing to present the results of the interviews, by 

dividing the topics into six different areas. In chapter seven the analysis is conducted, 

based on the results and the previous studies. The analysis leads to a conclusion which 

is further presented in the conclusions part and followed up by suggestions for further 

research. The figure underneath gives a more precise understanding of this study. 
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Figure 1 Structure of the study 
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2 EARLY STAGE INVESTING 

This chapter provides an understanding of early stage investing market, which includes 

business angels. This chapter will also provide discuss the definition a business angel and 

the business angel investment process. All the conclusions made in this chapter are based 

on previous studies. The term new venture or entrepreneur are not explained since this 

study focuses on companies in different maturity levels, which means that also the 

definition of an entrepreneur varies. 

2.1 Market of early stage investing 

According to Eban (2016:2) the market of early stage investing consists of business 

angels, venture capital firms and equity crowdfunding. These investing types can be 

divided to both formal and informal venture capital markets. Business angels and equity 

crowdfunding are found from the latter one (Eban, 2016:2).  Business angels are usually 

willing to invest more often than other informal investors, and also tend to invest bigger, 

although still cautious amounts. Therefore, new ventures might benefit more out of 

business angels than other form of informal investors (Freear et al., 1994:111). 

  

The term informal investor is often mixed with business angels even though for 

example Avdeitchikova et al. (2008:373) argue that the terms ‘business angel’ and 

‘informal investor’ are often used as one but equally often separated from each 

other. Sørheim and Landström (2001:361-362) found in their study that the term 

informal investor includes four categories. Those categories are Lotto investors, traders, 

analytical investors and business angels. Of these, the business angels are the only ones 

that function as leading investors, as the others often co-invest with another informal or 

formal investor (Sørheim and Landström, 2001:361-362). Co-investments are however 

also common between business angels, even though nowadays the trend is shifting from 

co-investments towards investing through early-stage funds (Eban 2016:1).   

 

2.2 Business angel 

The pioneering work of Wetzel (1983) is often used to define the characteristics of a 

business angel. According to him, a business angel is a wealthy, highly educated 

individual that prefers seed capital type of equity funding (Wetzel, 1983:23, 25). Prowse 

(1998:786) adds that start-ups, in which business angels invest in, are usually run by 

entrepreneurs that do not belong to the business angel’s closest relationship circle. The 

investee companies tend to locate geographically close to the investor as business angels 
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like to have the opportunity to take part in developing the investment (Wetzel 1983:27). 

According to Wetzel (1983:28) the investment horizon varies instead from five to seven 

years.  

 

Studies consider some differences between business angels and other informal 

investors. Sørheim and Landström (2001:361) and Wetzel (1983:23) for example argue 

that business angels tend to have more entrepreneurial expertise than other informal 

investors whereas Freear et al. (1994:109) emphasize business angels’ investing boldness 

compared to other informal investors.   

 

Even though one of the typical characteristics of a business angel seem to be the post-

investment activity, Prowse, (1998:788) identifies two types of business angels – active 

and passive ones. According to his definition, active business angels take part in their 

investments and want to add value to them. Prowse, (1998:788) also recognizes passive 

business angels that only want to invest money and not take part to their investee 

company. These business angels tend to work through business angel networks that are 

run by one or few business angels and they focus on searching and evaluating new 

ventures.  

 

Wetzel’s (1983:27) definition is similar to Prowse’s as he emphasizes that passive 

business angels tend to only take part in annual stockholder meetings and to read 

reports. Active business angels instead want to get a role within the company such as a 

full time or part time employment, a consulting role, or a place in the board of directors. 

The definitions by Prowse’s (1998) and Wetzel’s (1983) are similar to Avdeitchikova et. 

al’s (2008:380), who point out that one of the core definitions of a business angel is that 

he or she takes part in the business, one way or another. The business angel market is 

however developing, and an increasing number of business angels work together 

through networks or jointly owned companies for example to get the opportunity to 

invest in larger sums (Sohl, 2006:34-35, Sørheim & Landströn, 2001:365, Eban 2016:1). 

 

2.3 Investment process 

An investment process is influenced by the business angel, the entrepreneur and other 

constantly changing factors like co-investors or for example hesitation from either the 

investor or the investee side (Paul, Whittam & Wyper, 2007:113). An investment process 

is also not always linear but instead it can go backwards and forwards between the stages 
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(Van Osnabrugge and Robinson, 2000:115-116). This chapter presents three different 

definitions of an investment process to develop a more extensive understanding of the 

topic. 

 

The model of Paul et al. (2007:115-118) is based on their study which includes 30 Scottish 

business angels. The heterogeneity of the respondents might however influence the 

results of their study. The eight-stage model of Van Osnabrugge and Robinson (2000) is 

instead referred a lot to, but Paul et al. (2007:118) argue that it lacks empirical basis. The 

model is still presented as it provides a great comparison to the model of Paul et al. 

(2007). The third model is introduced by Riding et al. (2007:335-340) and functions as 

a combination of studies, especially of the two others presented. An illustrative model of 

the different studies is presented below.   

 

Table 1 Business angel investment process   

Paul et al. (2007)   Riding et al. (2007)   Van Osnabrugge and 

Robinson (2000)   

Familiarization   Sourcing of potential deals and 

first impressions   

Investment motivations   

Screening   Evaluation of the proposals   Investment criteria   

Bargaining   Negotiation and 

consummation   

Finding deals   

Managing   Post-investment involvement   Initial screening   

Harvesting   Exit   Due diligence   

    Negotiations and actual 

investment   

    Post-investment monitoring   

    Exiting and realizing returns   

 

 

In the model of Van Osnabrugge and Robinson (2000:115), investment motivations is 

presented as the first stage. They point out that it is crucial to understand the motive 

behind the investment since it affects the investor’s investment criteria. An investment 

motive can be for example a financial reward, being part of the entrepreneurial process, 

enjoying contributing to start-ups, getting to be hands-on with a company or the feeling 

of responsibility (Van Osnabrugge and Robinson, 2000:117). Mason and Stark 

(2004:240) add that some angels might invest merely for the excitement which the 
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investment process and the financial risk provide. Van Osnabrugge and Robinson 

(2000:115) characterize also investment criteria as a separate stage since they emphasize 

the importance of recognizing the characteristics which attract investors. Such 

characteristics could be for example growth potential of the market (Wetzel, 1983,23), 

the firm itself or the expertise of the entrepreneur.  According to Mason and Stark 

(2004:232), the management team is usually one of the most important criterion, as 

business angels tend to believe that good managers are the most important reason to a 

start-up’s success. However, they argue that also the businesses’ potentiality to grow and 

the manager’s ability to recognize that potentiality, are influencing factors. 

 

The stages finding deals and initial screening (Van Osnabrugge & Robinson 2000:143) 

are part of all the models as those stages include getting familiar with the possible 

investment object and its management team. It includes screening the deal carefully by 

using the knowledge of the investor’s network (Van Osnabrugge & Robinson 2000:146-

150, Paul et al. 2007:115).   

 

The screening (Paul et al. 2007:115) and due diligence (Van Osnabrugge & Robinson 

2000:160) stages include going through both hard and soft data. It means looking 

through numbers and gathering market information such as the latest trends and 

information of the entrepreneur. Gathering the information increases in importance if 

the angel is not familiar with the market or the products from before.   

 

Bargaining stage of Paul et al. (2007:117) includes considering the balance between the 

invested equity and the expected returns. It is however difficult to evaluate the value of 

a company and many entrepreneurs overestimate the valuation of their company 

(Feeney et al., 1999:135).  

 

The two last stages include the post-investment activity and exiting the company. Politis, 

(2008:141) has recognized several value adding roles that a business angel may take 

during the post-investment phase. Taking a hands-on role in the company might 

function as a method to give the management team an easy access to the business angel’s 

human capital (Lahti 2011:54-55).   

 

According to Harrison and Mason (1992:465), possible exit alternatives are market 

listing, trade sale and buy-backs. Wetzel (1983:28) suggests that exit would happen 

within a given time frame but Paul et al. (2007:118) argue that business angels do not 
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seem to have a clear strategy in mind and instead want to increase their investment’s 

value as high as possible.  
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3 AGENCY THEORY AND STEWARDSHIP THEORY 

This chapter presents two theories, the agency theory and the stewardship theory, where 

the latter one can be seen as a complementary theory to the agency theory.  According to 

Fili (2014b:4), understanding a long-term investor-venture relationship by only using 

one theory is much too shallow. This means that a complex and dynamic relationship is 

difficult to understand by only using one theoretical framework. Fili (2014b:4) though 

also argues that the agency theory is best suited for analysing a relationship where 

business angels have an outsider role. In this study, the business angels do though have 

varying roles, and thus stewardship theory is used as a basis for further and 

complementary analysis. Furthermore, agency theory has gotten some critique over the 

years (Lane, Canella & Lubatkin, 1998:571; Dalton, Daily, Certo & Roengpitya, 2003:20) 

and thus, it may be considered necessary to analyse the relationship from several 

perspectives. 

 

3.1 Agency theory 

Agency theory is a theoretical context used to explain problems that align in separation 

of ownership and control, as well as in other managerial issues (Eisenhardt 1989; 

Nyberg, Fulmer, Gerhart & Carpenter, 2010:1045). As previously mentioned, agency 

theory has gotten some critique over the years. For example Lubatkin et al. (2007:44) 

criticize that the agency model presented by Jensen & Meckling (1976) do not consider 

the complexity of real world organizations and is in addition under-socialized, which 

means that is considers humans to be rational creatures, even though a real human being 

is much more complex. Also, Perrow, (1986:224) criticize the theory for being one-sided 

and thus, neglecting of possible employee exploitation.  

 

The agency theory is characterized by the belief that an actor's actions can be anticipated 

by his self-centered motivation (Bundt, 2000: 760). Jensen and Meckling (1976) are one 

of the most cited authors within the agency theory research area. They define agency 

relationship as “a contract under which one or more persons (the (principal(s)) engage 

another person (the agent) to perform some service on their behalf which involves 

delegating some decision-making authority to the agent” (Jensen and Meckling, 

1976:308).   
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Additionally, Jensen and Meckling (1976:310) argue that a company is a legal entity 

which is based on contracts between individuals and agency costs arise in all contractual 

relations. Furthermore, they argue that agency problems arise in all contractual 

situations that include cooperation between one or more actors. Thereby agency 

problems arise even in relations with clients, suppliers and other stakeholders. Jensen 

(1983:331) argues that those contracts define the rules within a company, which include 

three dimensions: “…the performance evaluation system, the reward system, and the 

assignment of decision rights”.   

 

3.1.1 Agency problem and agency cost 

The agency theory recognizes two so called agency problems: 1) conflicting goals between 

the agent and the principal and 2) the difficulty and costs for the principal to verify the 

agent's actions (Eisenhardt, 1989:58). The difficulty of verifying the actions mean that 

the agent might be willing to shirk, especially in a team setting 

(Alchian and Demensetz , 1972:779). The relationship is also characterized by difference 

in risk aversion, which means that the player's preferences in risk situations may differ 

(Eisenhardt, 1989:58). It is argued that the principal is not able to monitor the agent's 

actions by zero cost and the principal and the agent are both seen as utility maximizers, 

which means that the agent will not always act according to the best interest of the 

principal (Jensen & Meckling, 1976:308). Thus, the principal must somehow verify the 

agent's actions and is suggested to do so by using monitoring, which includes measuring 

performance, distribute rewards, observing the input by measuring marginal 

productivity and instructing the agent in his actions (Alchian and Demensetz, 1972:782). 

 

Opportunism has been argued to always be present in the agency theory, due to the 

imperfect control mechanisms (Davis, Schoorman and Donaldson 1997:23). Paying a so 

called agency cost, has been recognized to decrease the agency problem. It means that 

party “B” can try to ensure that party “A” acts in B’s best interest by deciding to pay 

agency cost (Jensen & Meckling 1976:308). For the principal, it means paying 

monitoring cost, since as stated above, if the principal is unable to manage the agent, the 

agent will start to behave opportunistically (Boučková, 2015:8). However, the agent can 

also decide to pay "bonding costs" to ensure the principal that the agent is acting 

according to his best interest or will otherwise pay for contradictory actions (Jensen 

and Meckling 1976:308). The research also recognizes a third cost, so called "residual 
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cost", that Jensen and Meckling (1976:308) describe as "The dollar equivalent of the 

reduction in welfare experienced by the principal due to his divergence --."    

 

3.1.2 Normative versus positive agency theory 

The agency relationship studies can be divided into two directions, normative and 

positive relations. The difference between normative and positive theories is that the 

positive theory answers questions that have already been studied and can be answered 

based on facts, whereas the normative theory answers questions that will be studied in 

the future and its answers are based on the choice of criterion and the values of the 

objective function (Jensen 1983:321). 

 

In the agency problem, the normative aspect analyses the contractual relation and aims 

to build an appropriate incentive model to maximize the agent's interest to make choices 

according to the principal's welfare (Jensen and Meckling, 1976:309). Positive theory is 

instead focused on the levels that guarantee the most efficient contract under various 

levels of uncertainty (Eisenhardt, 1989:58).  The positive aspect is concentrated on the 

conflicting goals of the agent and the principal and tries to solve the problem of the agent 

acting according to his own interests (Eisenhardt, 1989:59). Thus, positive theory is 

focused on determining appropriate governing mechanisms (Eisenhardt, 1989:59).  This 

study will use the positive theory, as the normative theory is mostly used for creating 

appropriate incentive models and a contract that influences the agent to act according to 

the principal's best interest. The positive theory instead focuses on governing 

mechanisms, suggesting for example outcome-based contracts, as they co-align the 

preferences of the agent and the principal (Eisenhardt, 1989:60). The agency problem 

has also been noted to reduce if a manager's ownership in a firm increases (Jensen 

& Meckling, 1976:329).   

 

3.1.3 The optimal contract 

According to Eisenhardt (1989:60), the agency theory tries to determine the optimal 

contract, either outcome- or behavior based, depending of the relationship that varies 

based on risk aversion, outcome uncertainty and the level of information asymmetry.  
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Eisenhardt (1985:136) divides the optimal contract into two cases. One that is 

characterized by observation of the agent’s behavior and another that is characterized by 

incomplete information. Eisenhardt (1989:61) however divides it into three cases.    

 

The first case is characterized by complete information, which means that the principal 

has access to information of the agent’s actions. Since the agent is more risk averse than 

the principal, the outcome-based contract would needlessly add more risk for the agent. 

Additionally, since it is assumed that the principal is buying the behavior of the agent 

and since the case is characterized by complete knowledge of the agent’s behavior, the 

behavior-based contract is the most efficient one. (Eisenhardt, 1989:61)   

 

The second case, is characterized by limited knowledge. Limited knowledge was found 

to lead into two problems, moral hazard and adverse selection. Moral hazard means that 

the agent does not perform the agreed actions and instead is shirking (Eisenhardt, 

1989:61). Alchian and Demsetz (1972:781) have recognized shirking especially in team 

settings, where the individual actions cannot be monitored. Adverse selection instead is 

characterized by misleading information upon hiring (Eisenhardt 1989:61). As suggested 

in the study, the problem arises for example when a person is hired because he claims to 

have knowledge in a special field and the principal is not able to verify that knowledge.    

  

The third case, unobservable behavior, is a cause of moral hazard and adverse selection. 

In this case, one of the principal’s options is to invest in monitoring the agent for 

example, in forms of budgeting tools, reporting or increased level of management 

(Eisenhardt, 1898:61). According to Alchian and Demsetz (1972:781), introducing 

increased monitoring systems might be costlier than accepting the existence of the 

unwanted activities. Monitoring would reveal the agent’s true activities and change the 

situation back to the case of complete information (Eisenhardt, 1989:61). Monitoring 

systems are however not perfect, and therefore they would most likely not reveal the 

agent’s true actions. Instead of monitoring, the goals should be aligned by using an 

outcome-based contract and different incentive schemes (Alchian and Demensetz, 

1972:23, Davis et al., 1997: 23). Shifting risk to the agent is though expensive and thereby 

it might actually be costlier than a behavior-based contract (Eisenhardt 1989:61, 

Eisenhardt, 1985:136). The reason is that outcomes might be influenced by 

uncontrollable external risks, such as economic changes or competitor actions.   
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3.2 Stewardship theory 

The stewardship theory was created based on the criticism, which the agency theory and 

its lack of a social view received. Donaldson (1990:371) started forming the stewardship 

theory because the agency theory focuses only on the individual actors, which try to 

maximize their own utility. According to him, humans are motivated by a much larger 

variety of factors, several of them being intrinsic and some even unconscious. The view 

is supported by Wood and Bandura (1989:366), who argue that people have internal 

standards and they evaluate their own actions based on those standards. People also seek 

self-satisfaction that might be based on their performance or by achieving valued goals.   

The characteristics of the stewardship theory have been drawn from sociology and 

psychology and they are based on a person’s ability to see advantages on long-term 

behavior, instead of short-term opportunistic act (Hernandez 2012:172). Stewardship 

theory has been argued not to be superior to agency theory and not to improve the 

relationship's efficiency or effectivity (Schillemans, 2013: 559). The main characteristics 

of stewardship theory are same as with the agency theory, also stewardship theory is 

mostly used for analysing the problems of separate ownership and control (Davis et al., 

1997). As stated above, the theory aims to create an understanding of an agent who does 

not only consider his own best interest but also takes in account the best interest of 

shareholders, which in this case would be the business angel (Davis et al., 1997). Thus, 

as Hernandez (2008:122) argues, stewardship enhances the long-term welfare of a group 

instead of the personal achievements. 

Hernandez (2012:175) finds stewardships to be based on two psychological mechanisms. 

The first one is an individual’s preference towards actions, which enhance other’s long-

term welfare and the second one is “…an affective sense of connection with others...” 

(Hernandez 2012:175). The difference between Stewardship behavior and classic social 

dilemmas is that the interests of one-self and others are not contradictory. The 

relationship between the principal and the steward is also argued to be healthier when 

the information asymmetry between the players is smaller (Schillemans, 2013: 557). 

In the stewardship theory, the goals and demands are not set by the principal, but instead 

the preferred targets are transmitted by a mutual search (Schillerman, 2013: 556). The 

stewardship theory however suggests that the stewards will be left with a wide 

discretionary space, and instead only guidelines will be decided together. This approach 

has been argued to give the stewards time to develop their stewardship qualities, but it 
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has additionally been argued to demand sufficient institutional and financial stability 

(Schillemans, 2013: 556-557). On the other hand, Davis et al. (1997:26) point out that 

the actions of a steward are best facilitated when given the stewards high authority. 

Hernandez (2012:174) also argue that a steward feels morally obliged to act for the best 

of the company and its’ stakeholders. Thus, the steward is argued to have the same goals 

as the principal and therefore he should be able to determine strategy without having to 

fear an outside chair of the board (Davis et al. 1997:26). A collaborative approach has 

also been found to foster co-operation between the actors and to empower the steward 

(Sundaramurty & Lewis 2003:407). 

Donaldson and Davis (1991:60) suggest that both, the agency theory and the stewardship 

theory are necessary, but in different situations. They found that a steward acts according 

to stewardship theory, which means enhancing the common good, as long as the 

organization is doing well, and the managers do not feel unsecure about their position in 

the organization. Donaldson and Davis (1991:60) though suggest that if the managers 

feel that their position is threatened, they start defending their own self-interest as 

otherwise the future organizational success would not benefit them personally.  
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Figure 2 Agency theory versus Stewardship theory 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

(Sundaramurthy & Lewis, 2003:298) 
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4 POWER THEORY 

The previous chapter presented a traditional principal-agent problem, which gives a 

good understanding of the relationship in general. It does however not acknowledge that 

both business angel and entrepreneur may have power, which might influence certain 

decisions and therefore differ their relationship form a traditional principal-agent 

relationship. Baldwin (1978:72) argues that power is often seen as something negative 

and as something detrimental for the object of the influence. However, power can also 

function as a great motivator for a manager who enjoys influencing other people to 

achieve the targets of a firm (McClelland and Burnham, 2003:120). Davis et al. (1997:31) 

have characterized power as an important aspect of a principal-agent relationship and 

they argue that power can be used to differentiate principal–agent relationships from 

principal–steward relationships.   

Baldwin (1980:501) describes the ownership of power as “…the ability to get other do 

things they would not otherwise do…”.  The use of power has also been found to support 

effectiveness but also to require time, especially in an organizational setting (Gibson, 

Ivancevich, Donnelly, Konopaske: 2012:291-292). That time has been found to improve 

power sharing by enhancing trust, communication and openness in a relationship. 

4.1 Power sources 

Power can be divided into various categories based on it its source. For example, French 

and Raven (1959:263-267) recognize five power bases, which are explained in table two.    
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Table 2 Five power bases  

Type of power  Explanation  

Reward  Refers to the reward given to an actor to 

influence its future acts. A strong power when 

used well but it can diminish an actor’s output if 

not used correctly. (French and Raven 

1959:263)  

Coercive  The power of being able to punish a person. It 

may occur for example when certain acts are 

not completed, and it may lead to unexpected 

side-effects. (Gibson, et al., 2012:293)  

Legitimate  A power based on group-norms and role oriented 

social psychology. It is also called as positional 

power, which is based on the role that a person 

has (French & Raven, 1959:264). This power is 

strongly correlated with his position in an 

organization (Gibson et al., 2012:292).  

Referent  Power based on respect, trust and being liked. 

Therefore this power is strongly affected by 

personal connections (French and Raven 

1959:266). Gibson et al. (2012:294) also 

recognize referent power as an indication of a 

person’s charisma. 

Expert  The holder of expert power is usually seen to 

have exceptional knowledge or expertise within 

a specific business area (French & Raven, 

1959:268). Expert power is not dependent on a 

person's ranking within an organization (Gibson 

et al. 2012:293).  

  

  

Gibson et al. (2012:294) argue that these power bases can be divided into two categories: 

personal and organizational power. The organizational power includes reward-, coercive 

and legitimate power, whereas the personal power includes the referent and expert 

power. Power in agency theory has been argued to be institutional whereas it in 
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stewardship theory is personal (Davis et al., 1997:31). Gibson et al. (2012:297) also 

emphasize that having critical information, allows the person a significant amount of 

power in decision-making. 

 

4.2 Power in an investor-entrepreneur relationship 

Lehtonen (2006:65) argues that power is a constant part of an investor-entrepreneur 

relationship and it affects the behavior of both actors. Fried and Hisrich (1995:105-108) 

recognizes three power sources, held by the investor. Those are money, personal 

relationships and formal power. Lehtonen (2006:65) though criticizes this view for being 

too simple and argues that even the entrepreneur holds power. According to his study, 

the entrepreneur can advance his own interest by using legal and expertise power. As 

described by (French & Raven, 1959:268) expertise power includes possessing extensive 

knowledge of a business area and it might be strong as business angels are usually part 

of the daily business (Lahti, 2011:68) and they have been criticized for lacking time and 

knowledge (Fried and Hisrich, 1995:106). 

 

Power of money refers to a new venture’s present and future needs (Fried and Hisrich, 

1995:105). This means that if an investor is unwilling to invest more, finding new 

investors might be extremely difficult. Therefore, this power is especially intense if a 

company has not been successful. Power of relationship refers to an investor's expertise 

and to his efforts used towards the success of a company. However, Fried and Hisrich 

(1995:106) found in their study that several venture capitalists have been criticized, by 

both entrepreneurs and other venture capitalists, for not having proper knowledge- or 

time resources to advise their investee companies. Lehtonen (2006:65) also argues that 

the investors would gain power easier if they had more knowledge of the business 

industry. The investors though recognized the power of relationships as the most 

pleasant power to use and have, but recognized that it requires that the entrepreneur 

accepts the investor as a partner instead of purely an investor (Fried and Hisrich 

(1995:106-107). The last one of the power methods is the most aggressive one, formal 

power, which indicates for example contractual power (Fried and Hisrich, 1995:107). 

This sort of power is often avoided as it might lead to relationship conflicts and is likely 

to affect the future of a venture (Fried and Hisrich, 1995:107).  
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5 SUMMARY OF THE THEORIES 

This study has presented three theories: the agency theory, the stewardship theory, and 

the power theory.  These theories provide an extensive understanding on both 

relationships that are characterized by the separation of ownership and control, and of 

relationships identified by influencing another actor. The theories are used as 

complementary theories to enhance the understanding of complex relationships.   

 

The agency theory has a long tradition within behavioral research, but it has however 

been criticized for being undersocializing (Donaldson, 1990:371). Also, its original use in 

large publicly held companies functioned as a reason to choose complementary theories. 

Stewardship theory has instead been criticized for lacking theoretical contribution and 

thus, not being solely equivalent as the only foundation for analyzing relationships 

(Davidson et al., 1997). The business angel–entrepreneur relationships are however 

extensively unique relationships, and therefore only a purely rationalized view would not 

have been sufficient. Both theories are however characterized by a manager that should 

act according to the principal's interest (Arthurs & Busenitz, 2003:146) and therefore the 

power theory has been added to provide an understanding of both actors' influencing 

power.  

 

The agency theory is characterized by two problems: Different risk aversion and the 

difficulty of the principal to monitor the agent (Eisenhardt, 1989:58). The theory also 

characterizes both actors as individuals who are only interested in enhancing their self-

interest (Jensen & Meckling, 1976:308). Even though the theory might give a rational 

image of a human being, it provides valuable aspects for analyzing the most suitable 

contracts and monitoring mechanisms in situations which include information 

asymmetry.  

 

The stewardship theory recognizes that an individual's motivation is not only extrinsic 

(Sundaramurthy & Lewis, 2003: 398) and thus, it enhances analyzing situations, which 

include reaching goals because an individual finds it self-satisfactory (Wood and 

Bandura, 1989:366).  It also emphasizes working for common goals and prioritizing the 

welfare of a group (Hernandez 2012:175). The theory provides understanding of a 

manager who is empowered and given authority to (Sundaramurty & Lewis 2003:407).   
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Power theory is used to understand that influencing others may include several sources 

of power (French & Raven, 1959:263-267). It may be especially useful for analysing more 

distant relationships such as investor-entrepreneur relationships, and to understand the 

influencing factors behind their decision-making. An important part of power theory is 

that it recognizes that people that do not hold the highest position within an organization 

or in a relationship, may also hold power (Gibson et al., 2012:293, Lehtonen, 2006: 65).  

 

Figure 3 Summary of the theories 
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6 METHODOLOGY 

The methodology used in this study is depicted by using a modified version of the 

research onion (Figure 5) described by Saunders, Lewis & Thornhill (2009:138). This 

chapter will peel the research onion by starting from the philosophy and then going 

deeper towards data collection. The purpose of this study will be kept in the centre and 

the goal is to find the most suitable research methods for this study.  

Figure 4 Research Onion 

(Saunders, Lewis & Thornhill, 2009:138)  

 

6.1 Research philosophy 

The research philosophy is based on ontological and epistemological considerations and 

they describe the researcher’s opinion of how the reality shall be studied. Central 

epistemological considerations are types of knowledge existence, and limitations of that 

knowledge (Eriksson & Kovalainen 2008:14). According to ontology, reality is 

constructed in human relationships and it sees society and the world as a whole 

(Saunders et al 2009:10, Eriksson & Kovalainen, 2008: 13).   Ontology can be viewed 

both from objective and subjective viewpoints. The first one means that reality is created 

outside of individuals, as the latter one emphasizes the importance of an individual's 
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perceptions. Subjective viewpoint is based on the assumption that people view reality 

from different perspectives, based on their experiences (Eriksson & Kovalainen, 2008: 

13) Therefore, it is most suitable for this study as it allows to examine the individual and 

personal understanding of relationships.  

 

A research philosophy contains natures of beliefs and assumptions, which determine the 

direction of a study. The main ones are positivism, realism, interpretivism and 

pragmatism. Positivism is combined with quantitative methods as positivism aims to 

study things that are easily grasped and where a causal connection is easily built up. In 

positivism the reality is seen objective and research strives to reflect reality plainly but 

truthfully. Therefore, positivism is not considered suitable for this study as it requires 

understanding and interpreting human behavior. The hermeneutic approach is the 

opposite of positivism as it studies the world from a social perspective, keeping the 

human and its behavior as the main focus. As the contrary to positivism, hermeneutics 

tries to interpret and understand (Lundahl and Skärvad, 1999:38-43), which is 

important to understand of the different relationships and expectations. In a 

hermeneutic approach, the researcher may use his or her own interpretation as a tool to 

create understanding (Patel and Davidson, 1994:27). Therefore, the hermeneutic 

approach can be used as the research philosophy. Thus, the creation of knowledge is 

going to be mirrored through a hermeneutic paradigm.  

 

6.2 Research approach 

A research is usually based on finding answers to research questions. When forming a 

research, one of the central questions is, how the theory and reality will be compared to 

each other (Patel & Davidson, 2003: 9, 23).  Three separate ways are recognized: 

deductive, inductive and abductive (Bryman & Bell 2015: 23-26, Wallén 1996: 47-48).  

 

According to the deductive approach, the researcher first creates a hypothesis based on 

theory or experience, and then tests the hypothesis with reality (Bryman & Bell 2015: 23-

26). Based on the results, he either approves or disapproves the hypothesis. Thus, new 

knowledge is created through the hypothesis, which are approved. Therefore, the 

researcher might end up emphasizing too much the previous theories and fail in forming 

new findings (Patel & Davidson, 2003:23-24). The other research approach, inductive 

approach, strives to create new theory based on the empirical results, which means real-

life observations (Saunders, Lewis & Thornhill 2000:88-89). It means that the 
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researcher examines the research object first and formulates the theoretical framework 

afterwards. The third approach, Abduction, however is a combination of deduction and 

induction. It gives the researcher the possibility to first look at the consequences of an 

event and after that to find out the source of that consequence (Denzin, 1978:109-110). 

In other words, it means that the researcher can reflect the empirical findings of the 

theory and vice versa, which makes it a combination of deductive and inductive 

approaches. Reichertz (2014:300) argues that abduction is used for social research to 

enhance researching in "logically and methodologically ordered way".  

 

There is no clear theoretical framework aimed for studying the business angel–

entrepreneur relationship and there are also no sufficient previous studies and the 

researcher does not possess previous experience of the study topic. Therefore, both the 

theory and the empirical findings will need to be widely interpreted and combined to the 

available theory to allow sufficient understanding and value creation. As Denzin 

(1978:109-110) also argues, it is not possible to create theory by only examining reality, 

but instead the reality must be interpreted and understood. Thus, the abduction is 

chosen as the research approach.  

 

6.3 Research strategy 

According to Easterby-Smith, Thorpe & Jackson (2008:83) forming a research strategy 

includes designing a strategy that allows reaching the aim of the research in an effective 

manner. Saunders et al. (2009:141) point out that no strategy is superior to another and 

therefore it is essential that a researcher finds the strategy that suits the ongoing study, 

its purpose and objectives, the previous knowledge and the personal resources that the 

researcher has available. The strategy is often strongly combined with the way of 

collecting data and thereby linked to the research question (Saunders et al., 2009:141) 

 

Saunders et al. (2009:141) present several research strategies, which are: experiment, 

survey case study, action research, grounded theory, ethnography and archival research. 

Table four describes the strategies. 
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Table 3 Descriptions of research strategies  

Research strategy  Definition  

Ethnographic research  Focused on culture and tries to understand how culture creates 

meaning. Uses language and rethoric as its tools.  

Experimental study  Studies causal links between two factors.  

Survey  Mainly associated with the deductive approach and used for 

explanatory and descriptive research which include large 

amounts of data.  

Case study   The case study is defined by Robinson (2002:178): “a strategy 

for doing research which involves an empirical investigation of a 

particular contemporary phenomenon within a real-life context 

using multiple sources of evidence”. The case study approach 

also answers questions “why?”, “what?” and “how?”, keeping the 

first one as its main focus.  

Action research  Refers to research in action instead of research about action and 

therefore the researcher often is part of the organization that he 

is researching.  

Grounded theory  Is used mostly in inductive approach and is used mostly for 

research to forecast and explain behavior.  

Archival research  Makes mostly use of administrative documents and therefore the 

research question should be focused on the past.  

(Saunders et al., 2009:141-150)  

 

This study is focused on ongoing real-life relationship and on improvement based on 

those and it will use the abductive research approach. In this study the researcher 

functions as an outsider to the studied phenomenon and thus, it may be concluded that 

the "case study" strategy is best suited to achieve the purpose of this study. According to 

Saunders et al. (2009:146) it would be possible to use a single case if the case is somehow 

unique or extreme. Even though business angel–entrepreneur relationships are unique, 
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analysing several relationships provides a wider perspective for improvement 

suggestions and thus, a multiple case study strategy will be used. 

 

6.4 Data collection method 

Empiric research is always based on data (Lundahl & Skärvad, 1999:113). The data 

collection, in other words the research method, is separated to two methods: a 

Quantitative and a Qualitative research method. The Quantitative method uses statistical 

analysing methods and the observations are structured and systematic (Patel & 

Davidson, 2003:14; Holme & Solvang, 1997:78). The qualitative method instead allows 

the researcher to analyse the research object more extensively as it is based on describing 

and understanding. Thus, the qualitative method focuses on verbal analysing (Patel & 

Davidson, 2003: 14). It is combined with the hermeneutic paradigm and a researcher 

using the qualitative method is expected to describe her experiences and understanding 

(Lundahl & Skärvad, 1999: 101-102).   

This research is focused on understanding relationship expectations and on suggesting 

improvements. Thus, using verbal methods allow analysing the unique characteristics of 

relationships and understanding of individual expectations. The qualitative method also 

allows a better understanding of individual thoughts and feelings (Trots, 1997:15-16, 33). 

 

6.4.1 Qualitative data type 

Qualitative research recognizes two kinds of data, primary and secondary data. Primary 

data means the data collected by the researcher and secondary data means already 

existing material that has been collected by someone else and is commonly available 

(Eriksson & Kovalainen, 2008: 77-78). Primary data can be collected for example 

through interviews, observations or by asking the interviewee to write a diary or a story, 

to draw or to perform. Secondary data instead can be collected using already existing 

documents, memos, videotapes, diaries and photographs (Eriksson & Kovalainen, 2008: 

77-78). Since the study is about the relationship between two actors, secondary data 

might not be available and reliable. Therefore this thesis will use primary data in the 

form of interviews. 

Using interviews to collect data means that the researcher receives information by asking 

the interviewees questions (Lundahl & Skärvad, 1999:115; Tashakkori & Teddlie 

2002:305). The researcher strives to understand the interviewees viewpoint of a topic, 
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including its details (Patton 2002:341). To be able to interpret the data as efficient as 

possible, it is essential that the researcher decides on beforehand, what kind of 

interviewees are needed, what kind of questionnaire will be used and how the interviews 

will be conducted (Lundahl & Skärvad, 1999: 115).  

The researcher can choose between structured, semi-structured and unstructured 

interview styles. When performing structured interviews, the researcher asks all the 

interviewees predefined questions in the exact same order. The difference with a semi-

structured interview is that in the latter one, the researcher has decided key questions on 

before-hand and has some kind of categories readily thought. If the researcher is willing 

to make the interviews even more in-depth and unique, he can use an unstructured 

interview style, which means that the researcher only has a general context in mind, 

where after the interviewee can choose to talk about anything within that context. 

(Saunders et al., 2012: 374-375)  

This research uses semi-structured interviews (Appendix 1 and 2). It allows to find 

similarities between the cases, but it also allows the researcher to formulate the questions 

according to the unique respondents and their situations. Different questions were 

designed for business angels and entrepreneurs, but the questionnaires were made as 

similar as possible. In both questionnaires the questions are divided into five categories, 

which are: 1) background information and motivation, 2) expectations, 3) investment 

relationship and received benefits, 4) challenges, and 5) improvement of the investment 

relationship. The intention was to understand the interviewees as unique person, their 

motivations and expectations as well as their experiences and development suggestions. 

To be able to understand all the details, the interviewees were asked follow-up questions 

to clarify some of their thoughts. 

 

6.5 Research formation 

The results of this study are formed based on interviews with ten people, which means 

five respondent pairs, including five entrepreneurs and five business angels.  All the 

respondents were chosen as pairs, meaning that a business angel had invested in a 

company held by one of the respondent entrepreneurs. Half of the respondents were 

chosen through personal contacts and thereafter they chose their respondent pairs.   
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A critical criterion for the respondent pairs was that they have a tight investment 

relationship and that they exchanged ideas regularly. As the term business angel is 

difficult to define, were the business angels chosen so that their investment decisions 

mostly relied on their own decisions and were not influenced by any larger venture 

capital company. The entrepreneur respondents have businesses in various maturity 

levels, which increases the reliability of the result. All the respondents’ answers are 

handled anonymously to ensure more accurate interview results. 

Three respondents were left outside the results of this study because they did not 

correspond the criterion. One of them was an investor, whose investment object was 

already well established, and he had invested mostly financially. The two others were an 

investment pair. The investor invested mostly financially and had very little contact with 

the entrepreneur.    

The interviews all had a good atmosphere and the respondents spoke freely. All the 

interviews were conducted in places chosen by the respondents to make them feel 

comfortable. The interviews lasted from 40 to 90 minutes. The respondents were also 

allowed to choose their preferred interview language (Finnish, Swedish or English) to 

allow them to express their thoughts fluently. Thereby one of the interviews was 

conducted in Swedish and the other nine in Finnish.   

Table five shows the respondents divided in pairs and the dates, when the respondents 

were interviewed. There are some differences between the dates but as all the respondent 

pairs were in long-term relationships with each other, it should not affect the results 

significantly.  

 

Table 4 Respondent pairs  

 

  
The results are divided into five categories: motivation, expectations, communication, 

received benefits and improvement of the relationship. The questionnaire included also 
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challenges, but it was left outside the results as none of the respondents had experienced 

any larger challenges. Allocation into the results categories is done to provide a more 

detailed understanding of an in-depth problem.  All the categories are however parts of 

a larger whole and thus, they are combined in the analysis. Both the results and the 

analysis, include respondent citations that have been translated to English. The 

translations have been done carefully to maintain the nature of the answers. Also the 

interview guides (Appendix 1 and 2) have been translated to English. 

 

Figure 5 Conclusion of the methodology
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7 RESEARCH FINDINGS 

This chapter will present the research findings of this this study. It will however first start 

by presenting the respondents and then continue to the results of this study.   

7.1 The respondents 

Business Angel A  

This respondent is a Finnish-Swedish female. Her background lies within food- and 

tableware industries, where she first purchased an old business making it one of the 

industry leaders. She has invested in several businesses and she usually invest together 

with her husband. According to her, their strengths as investment partners are her 

husband’s knowledge of company arrangements and her sixth sense. By a sixth sense she 

means that an extensive career has provided her a well-functioning inner intuition. 

(Business Angel A)  

 

Entrepreneur A is business angel A's relative but she assures that it was not a reason to 

invest. Business angel A and her husband usually invest between 50 000 euros and 100 

000 euros but in Company A they only invested 20 000 euros. They decided to invest 

when the company was still at an early stage company and one reason was that they knew 

that the entrepreneur has also previously been successful in creating successful start-

ups. In the investment relationship they function as investors and mentors, which was 

not intended at first but instead happened as an accident through active communication. 

(Business Angel A)  

 

Entrepreneur A, Company A  

Entrepreneur A is a serial entrepreneur and his current technology company is his third 

start-up. His first one was a shirt company and the second one a flat renting company. 

Both of them have been sold to a third party and nowadays he functions as a board 

member in the shirt company. His previous companies have given him the possibility to 

function as both an entrepreneur and a business angel. In this study he will however be 

interviewed as an entrepreneur. (Entrepreneur A)  

 

Company A started out as a consumer business providing its customers a possibility to 

plan their vacations using an innovative platform that recommends the consumer things 

to do on his vacation and allows them to purchase a wide range of vacation related 

activities through the website. Three months after launching, the owners saw a further 
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opportunity and invested in a business-to-business platform, which enables their 

business customers to use the platform to enhance their own sales through digital 

marketing tools. (Entrepreneur A) 

 

Business angel B  

Business angel B is a well-known Finnish investor and he has founded one of the most 

successful business chains in Finland.  He started as an entrepreneur while he was still 

studying and at the time of the interview he had been functioning as a business angel for 

almost 40 years. He is an active investor and he has invested in dozens of companies 

both in Finland, and internationally. (Business angel B)  

 

Business Angel B invested in company B a few years back when the company was going 

into bankruptcy. He, together with a venture capital company, decided to capitalize the 

company to allow it to overcome the challenging times. He also helped the company 

move to a special location, which enabled them to work in an environment that met the 

specific needs of the technology developed by the company. Business angel B is a large 

owner in the company and he also functions as the chairman of the board. (Business 

angel B)  

 

Entrepreneur B, Company B  

Entrepreneur B started his career as an entrepreneur when he was still a post-graduate 

student in University. Currently he functions as the CEO of the company and holds a 

partial ownership of the company. (Entrepreneur B)  

 

The initial business idea came from the university and the first founders included private 

persons, a university foundation, and other foundations from the area. The company was 

founded in 1997 and it does specific technology for phones and other technical tools that 

have a screen. Today the company's client base is almost 100 percent international. 

(Entrepreneur B) 

 

Business angel C  

Business angel C has a strong background, as his family are the owners of a successful 

Finnish business chain. Business angel C himself has in various companies held the 

positions of a CEO and a board member. He however highlights that all his experiences 

have not been positive, and he has for example done one bankruptcy. According to 
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business angel C, it allows him to understand the struggle that entrepreneurs are going 

through. (Business angel C)  

 

At the time of the interview business angel C had invested in a couple of dozens of 

companies. He holds mostly investor and advisor positions, but in some companies he 

also functions as an active board member. He is experienced within education 

technology, business strategies, investments and team building.  Together with his 

business partner, who lives in Hong Kong, he is constantly working towards giving 

Finnish companies internalization opportunities. Business angel C described his job 

within the education technology and start-ups as being on mission for making world a 

better place. (Business angel C) 

 

Entrepreneur C, Company C  

This Entrepreneur started her path in medical sector corporations, where she actively 

participated as an international innovation initiator. Her dream was to become an 

entrepreneur and therefore, after gaining some knowledge in the corporation world, she 

decided to build her first startup. (Entrepreneur C) 

 

She started her business within education technology at the end of 2014. She financed 

the first pilots herself, using her own and her family’s money. She found business angel 

C in early 2016 through a business accelerator. According to Entrepreneur C, it was a 

natural decision to start working together with business angel C as she felt that they had 

a mutual understanding of the business. Business angel C had been able to help 

entrepreneur C and her company to get a great international partnership. it was agreed 

upon only approximately a month before the interview. The goal is to use the partner’s 

large network to launch the business to the Asian market. (Entrepreneur C) 

 

Business angel D  

Business angel D has functioned as a business angel for approximately 4 to 5 years. 

Usually he invests together with his friend. He pointed out that he usually invests only 

one round as he believes that further rounds do not include in his expertise area. His 

background lies within the finance sector where he was still working by the time of the 

interview. 
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He started first by doing larger investments, but after a few times he decided to only 

invest in smaller amounts, varying around 20 000 euros. However, his friend did not 

want to invest in company D and therefore he decided to invest alone.  

 

Entrepreneur D, Company D  

Entrepreneur D started his career as an entrepreneur while he was still a student. He 

founded an event location marketplace together with his friend in 2013. First, they tried 

to manage on their own, but after some persuasion they decided to partner with a larger 

digital company, which wanted to finance them. A while after the partnership was 

established, they decided to look for also other investors and currently they have 

approximately 10 investors, the first round being 425 000 euros. They are now trying to 

gather their second round for starting their internalization process. 

 

Business angel E  

This business angel has a share broker background, whereas all his other family 

members have a background in entrepreneurship. He started as a business angel for 

approximately 5 years ago and during this time he has invested in approximately 10 

companies. He decided to invest in company E because he already knew the entrepreneur 

from before, and he had knowledge and contacts from the boating sector, which the start-

up functions within, and from the finance industry. 

 

Entrepreneur E, Company E  

This entrepreneur has his background in the technology industry, as he has previously 

founded four other start-ups and worked in large corporations. The previous start-ups 

had all only personal financing and they all remained small. He decided to get business 

angel financing for the current one because it was demanded by Tekes, the Finnish 

Funding Agency for Innovation, to receive seed stage financing.  

 

Company E was founded only 6 months before the interview. During their initial months, 

they already got a couple of hundred registrations on their website and they did a good 

result the first summer. They have also started to expand their business to Sweden, and 

they are planning further internationalization. 
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7.2 Motivation 

This chapter presents the entrepreneur’s motivation to choose business angel financing 

as well as the business angel’s motivation to choose a particular investment object. The 

motivation is a part of the research as it might provide a more extensive understanding 

of the actors’ expectations.  

 

7.2.1 Business angels 

Most of the business angels did consider the business angel financing as only an 

investment giving them better profits than other forms of investments. Therefore their 

motivation was also mostly financial. Hence, they were also less eager to advice the 

entrepreneur especially in a time-consuming manner. For example, business angels D 

and E invested mostly because of the monetary benefits. Business angel E noted that 

private companies have given him better returns than investing on the stock market.  

 

Business angel C instead saw his investments as a portfolio. Firstly, he believed that a 

company must be a good fit for his investing portfolio, which means that the company 

and the entrepreneur must be able to provide some value for his other investment 

companies. He also stated that the company must have some personal value for him. He 

invested in company C to create global opportunities and to teach children around the 

world emotional skills. 

  

I do heart investments. My investments need to be strategic but also emotional, I want to 

make the world a better place. (Business angel C)  

  

A couple of the investors also acknowledged helping young entrepreneurs as an added 

value but it was not a reason for their investment. Business angel A recognized its 

importance and also added that she enjoys working with young and motivated people, 

and to especially see their skills with technology. Entrepreneur A is her relative but she 

pointed out it only meant that she considered the investment more carefully than usual. 

According to her, investing in a relative's company might be risky as she might not see 

everything it lacks but also less risky as she has known the entrepreneur from his birth 

and thus, she knows him as a personality.   
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According to business angel B, his main investment reason was monetary, but he also 

wanted to keep the firm's extremely specific knowledge in Finland. Additionally, he 

argued that his motivation is also partly area specific as the company is located on a 

quieter area Finland, close to the business angel's home district.  

 

In conclusion, the business angels' motivation was mostly financial. However, they also 

had additional motivation such as personal fulfillment, portfolio enhancement as well as 

area- and knowledge specific enhancement. Most of the business angels did not believe 

in financing new ventures only for supporting them.  

 

7.2.2 Entrepreneurs 

The entrepreneurs' motivations were characterized by hurry and by difficulty to receive 

business angel financing. Most of them had a hurry to get an investment and thus, 

business angel financing seemed as a good option. 

It is difficult to find business angel financing. We already had some of the money and 

therefore we only wanted to get the rest of the money as fast as possible. (Entrepreneur 

D)  

My business was going into bankruptcy and therefore I needed fast funding. 

(Entrepreneur B)  

The season was already on when I looked f0r financing. I needed to get money fast to be 

able to keep developing my business idea and to get customers already this year. 

(Entrepreneur E)  

Entrepreneur E considered also the business angel's international contacts as a 

motivational factor.  Furthermore, entrepreneur A found mutual understanding 

important for a successful investment relationship. He founded a couple of previous 

companies without outside financing and thus, was now looking for a partner who he 

could exchange ideas with. First, he was first worried that because of the relative ties he 

would not get enough honest criticizing. 

Entrepreneur C looked instead through all possible financing options. She met business 

angel C when she attended a business accelerator and their mutual interest was her main 

motivation. 
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I always had the impression that business angels were somehow scary.  Business angel C 

however understood me and we had a similar understanding about the future of the 

company. (Entrepreneur C)  

Business angel C also wanted to invest together with a fund, which made the deal more 

interesting. They had supported several new ventures and were able to provide more 

extensive support. After spending time with them at the business accelerator, 

entrepreneur C felt that they could provide her with the help she needed, future scenarios 

and financial questions.   

In summary, hurry was the primary motivational factor for the entrepreneurs, because 

they had a season-based business, they were already raising a round or they had financial 

problems. Furthermore, the entrepreneurs were also looking for qualities such as 

international contacts, shared understanding of the business and possibility to exchange 

ideas.   

 

7.3 Expectations 

During the interviews the respondents were asked about their expectations regarding the 

investment relationship. Some of the expectations will be presented in the later chapters 

whereas this chapter presents the general expectations.  

7.3.1 Business angels 

Most of the business angels seemed to have mainly monetary expectations, which were 

not clearly defined. Business angels did not usually want to define their monetary 

expectations as they recognized that many of the businesses fail and the results may 

depend on outside factors, like the overall economic situation or the fast market trends. 

For example entrepreneur B noted that they had originally discussed about much larger 

revenue growth. They did not manage to achieve it, but now they are expecting the 

revenue to double itself in a couple of years (Business angel B).  

 

Business angel A and business angel E emphasized the importance of precise 

administration. Business angel E argued that he expects the entrepreneur to have a good 

and timely documentation, which is easily available. He noticed that several 

entrepreneurs lack the ability to document using a precise manner. Especially the hard 

data and information that might lead to possible strategic changes, should be easily 

available. Business angel A instead argued that the entrepreneurs need to be able to keep 
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track of basic things such as bookkeeping. She also acknowledged that additional 

documentation about the business is an advantage, especially since she did not want to 

have a position in the board.  According to her a great deal of entrepreneurs have a clever 

idea but only a few of them are able to execute an idea. 

 

Only one of the business angels, business angel C, wanted to have a position in the board. 

Business angel A pointed out that she feels that the companies are in much better hands 

if they are run by the younger generation. She also argued that the older generation 

would not be able to be in boards as they do not have the necessary knowledge about 

modern technology and business possibilities related to it. Business angel D argued 

additionally:  

  

I hope that no business angel takes a board position as it might influence other companies 

that they are part of. (Business angel D) 

 

Most of the business angels however recognized that not having an official role in the 

company affected their influencing willingness. They thought that they do not have a 

position, which would allow them to influence the entrepreneur. Therefore, they believed 

that they should not disturb the entrepreneur with too many questions.   

 

"Creating one or even several companies does not make a business angel somehow better 

than someone else. I do not believe that any business angel is in a position, which would 

allow them to tell someone how to run their business." The business angels though 

expected some personal qualities from the entrepreneurs, shown throughout the 

investment relationship. Business angel B argued:  

 

A good entrepreneur is interested about things and gets to the bottom of them. Thus, their 

interest reflects as an extended knowledge of the business sector and business as usual. 

They also need to be able to delegate work and to create an extensive network. (Business 

angel B) 

 

Both business angels A and D emphasized the entrepreneur's ability to sell. Business 

angel D especially argued that the entrepreneur need to have good selling skills or 

otherwise hire someone to sell. Business angel E instead argued that the entrepreneur 

should not disappear anywhere and should also be able to express the bad news.  
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In conclusion it may be argued that most of the business angel expectations were 

monetary. They however also expected the entrepreneur to be able to take care of basic 

business actions. Their additional expectations were not much relationship oriented and 

instead they seemed to think that the more the entrepreneur can do himself without 

advice, the better (Business angels D & E).  

 

7.3.2 Entrepreneurs 

Entrepreneur D pointed out that he does not expect the business angel to have much 

time to help with the business. He however argued that the possibility should be clearly 

discussed in the beginning of the relationship. Entrepreneur A agreed and highlighted 

the need for a shared understanding of requirements and of expected outcomes. Most of 

the entrepreneurs thought that they could not expect much time or in-depth business 

knowledge, but they wanted to have a shared understanding of expectations. They also 

emphasized that an investment relationship is based on mutual trust.  

  

I was looking for someone to exchange ideas and discuss possible strategies with. 

Otherwise I think that an entrepreneur cannot expect in-depth business knowledge from 

a business angel that does not have a position in the board. (Entrepreneur A)  

 

I don't think that an angel can be expected much from if he is not in the board. I like 

having someone that I can have a laugh and envision the future with. (Entrepreneur C)  

  

It would be great if we could go through what kind of knowledge the business angel has, 

who he knows and how much time he wants to spend with the company. It should also be 

part of the business angel's duties to once in a while go through their LinkedIn and see if 

they have connections that could help the business. It would not take much time but it 

would be a win-win for us both. (Entrepreneur D)  

 

Entrepreneur D expected the most activity and advice during the relationship. He wanted 

to have a business angel who has good international contacts on the business sectors. 

Additionally he was also looking for ideas, contacts to potential customers or partners 

and full transparency between him and the business angel.   

  

Even though the entrepreneurs did not expect the business angel to have time to advise, 

they recognized however the added value that business angels may provide with their 

knowledge and expertise. 
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I don't think that an entrepreneur can expect much engagement from a business angel as 

they are usually extremely busy. It would be nice if they could be at least a little bit 

proactive. Especially young entrepreneurs could learn a lot from them. (Entrepreneur D)  

  

A well-known investor provides especially the power to negotiate. The difference between 

us negotiating something or business angel B negotiating is huge. I was first afraid that 

he would change the strategy but he did not do so. He is the chairman of the board and 

therefore I would like him to be more present in the strategic questions. (Entrepreneur 

B)  

  

In conclusion it may be argued that the entrepreneurs did not expect the business angel 

to have time to advise, especially if he is not part of the board. They however recognized 

a shared understanding of expectations as valuable for the relationship, even though the 

expectations were usually not discussed. However, they did not expect the business angel 

to have knowledge about the particular industry.  

 

7.4 Communication 

Communication is an essential part of any relationship and therefore also a key in 

expectations management. It was chosen as one of the study objects to understand what 

kind of communication is expected in a business angel–entrepreneur relationship and 

how communication influences a business angel-entrepreneur relationship. 

7.4.1 Investor letters 

All the respondent pairs felt it was easy to share information with their investor or 

investee and none of them had experienced any problems in sharing negative 

information. All the business angels recognized investor letters as an efficient way of 

communication, as it did not require them to be in touch but allowed them to have the 

information they considered necessary. The business angels however agreed that the 

entrepreneurs generally stumble with reporting. When the business angels were asked 

whether they had discussed the reporting and the figures needed in it, they however 

answered that they do not want to influence the entrepreneurs' way of doing things. For 

example, business angel E pointed out that he should not be demanding special rights 

and if the reporting was enough for other investors, it is enough for him as well.  
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According to business angel E the entrepreneurs should focus more on the figures 

themselves rather than on spending a lot of time writing. He would get rid of all of the 

long writing and instead focus on developing key figures that are easy to interpret. The 

figures and their comparison should be business specific as for example comparing sales 

should consider the business sector and its seasonal changes. Thus, it might not be 

meaningful to compare such figures to the previous month, as it might be more relevant 

to compare the figures to the same month in the previous year instead.  

  

Key figures and their comparisons were not the only accepted or wanted ways of 

reporting. Business angel C had a different kind of model that he usually told his investee 

companies. His model ‘Good-Bad-Ugly’ includes news from three categories, providing 

the investor an overall understanding of the business and its direction. Business angel C 

also pointed out that  

  

It makes the entrepreneur stop and think whether he had the same problems in the 

previous report. If they have the same problems in several reports, something should be 

done, or the situations should be clearly explained. (Business angel C) 

  

Entrepreneur D instead had a unique style in his investor letters:   

  

I send an investor report every second month. The investor report holds information of 

the current account balance, how much “lifetime" the company has left, how sales have 

developed, what are their achievements during the time period and stage of the team. 

(Entrepreneur D)  

  

All the entrepreneurs, expect for entrepreneur E, did send reports. The entrepreneur E 

had not even heard of investor letter even though his business angel seemed very strict 

on reporting and of the structure of potential letters.  

  

The frequency of investor letters varied between sending a monthly report to quarterly 

reports. The entrepreneurs agreed that making the reports is time consuming, thus, 

always away from the time that they could use making business. Entrepreneur B was 

especially thankful for his business angel for not asking any extra reports and focusing 

on the necessary information instead. Together they had also developed key figures to 

make the reports well-describing. 
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As a conclusion, the entrepreneurs and business angels did discuss their reporting styles 

fairly little, creating a difference between expectations and reality. They should especially 

discuss the style, the key figures and comparison of the key figures.  

 

7.4.2 Additional communication 

None of the pairs, where the business angel did not have an official role in the company, 

met regularly. Only the relationship which included the business angel taking a place in 

the board, functioned differently. It made the relationship more defined, as for example 

the business angel B mentioned several times "as usual" referring to other cases where 

he had had position as the chairman of the board. It meant that both actors took it for 

granted that they meet every month, always before the board meeting.  It was also clear 

that it was the chairman's duty to support the CEO in his work.  

  

For other pairs the communication outside investor letters was more occasional. For 

example entrepreneur C stated:  

  

We have our offices in the same building and therefore we mostly meet randomly in the 

hallway. That does not bother me as I am not a fan of regularity, but sometimes I walk 

past a room and hear that he is in there talking about my business and telling about 

something that is not yet published or showing slides from last year. I admire him for 

being an enthusiast and being interested in my business, but I wish that he would 

sometimes ask first. (Entrepreneur C) 

  

The relationship also depended on the proactivity of the entrepreneur. Most of the 

entrepreneurs understood that the business angels are busy, but wished that they would 

sometimes be in contact. Some of them also felt it difficult to be in contact with the 

business angel as they felt that they would be a disturbance. All the entrepreneurs 

however recognized the value of a good investor relationship. Entrepreneur D recognized 

especially the early phase activity as important for the investment relationship. 

  

I have been currently thinking of organizing investor evenings for our investors. I believe 

that it is important to constantly keep in touch to make sure that our business stays in 

their minds. Thereby we can keep a positive image in their mind and be more sure that 

they will be in touch if they have any ideas or contacts for us. (Entrepreneur D)  
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Entrepreneur A however felt it was easier to be in contact with his business angel since 

they are relatives together.  

  

I am in contact with business angel A every time I need to and sometimes she also calls 

me with some ideas. It is easy since we are relatives, and we would in either way be in 

contact with each other and talk. He functions as my mentor, but it was not intended from 

the start. I think that mentorship is not something that you can plan, but instead it needs 

to happen naturally. (Entrepreneur A)  

  

Entrepreneur D however recognized an active business angel also as an occasional 

burden. According to him some business angels might call often in the beginning and 

suggest a great deal of ideas, which have already been thought through or even tested. 

Hence, the entrepreneur recognizes the need for business angels being more proactive, 

but he also recognizes its limits. He added that if the business angel is not familiar with 

the business sector, it is better to that they are not part of the everyday business. Business 

angel D recognized that it is good that an entrepreneur is in contact, but they need to be 

able to express themselves shortly. He added that a phone call that lasts more than 15 

minutes is too long.  

  

In summary, it may be stated that the additional communication between entrepreneurs 

and business angels was unregular if the business angel did not have an official role in 

the company. The entrepreneurs would have wished for more proactivity from the 

business angels but they recognized the business angels’ lack of time. 

 

 

7.5 Received benefits 

As previously described, received benefits are an important part of business angel 

financing and thus, should be considered as one of the reasons to enter an investment 

relationship. The received benefits may however vary greatly. Several of the respondents 

also had a hurry when raising their financial rounds and thus, mostly considered the 

financial benefit. 

When we raised the round, we were in a hurry to get as many investors on board as 

possible. Finding investors is difficult and hence the reason why we did not consider other 

qualities than being able to invest monetarily. (Entrepreneur D)  
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All the interviewed pairs though argued that their investment relationship has been 

characterized by additional benefits. The respondent pairs did not however discuss the 

expected benefits beforehand and therefore they relied more on expectations. 

When I raised the round Tekes had refused me and I was in a hurry as the season was on 

and I had already tested my business idea. Thus, I was scared that someone would steal 

it. I also believe that me and business angel E were on the same page without separately 

discussing expectations or additional benefits. I knew that he had international contacts 

from the business sector and that was my reason for asking him. (Entrepreneur E)  

The benefits that the entrepreneurs had gotten from the business angels, varied greatly. 

Almost all said that the business angels had advised them with financial questions. Also 

contacts and juridical benefits were popular amongst the received benefits.   

Business angel B has given us a strong negotiation and influencing power as he is a well-

known and trusted business person. (Entrepreneur B)  

The most substantial benefits was the help in internationalization. Both business angels 

C and E had succeeded to help their investee companies to internationalize. According 

to business angel E, he just introduced a possible partner and country manager to 

entrepreneur E and the rest was up to him. Business angel C instead had found an 

interesting partner abroad and told them about several interesting Finnish education 

technology start-ups.  

I do also benefit from entrepreneur C having a partnership with them as I wish to create 

a channel that allows me to help also other Finnish education technology start-ups to 

launch their business on the Asian market. (Business angel C)   

Entrepreneurs also recognized business angels' importance in strategic questions even 

though they would have preferred more activity regarding them.  

Business angel B has been a great help as the chairman of the board but it would be good 

if he would put more effort in strategic questions. Currently the board often leaves 

strategic questions open, which means that we, as the operational leaders, need to make 

the decisions. Therefore the decisions might not always have the support of the board. 

(Entrepreneur B) 

The most extensive benefits were provided by entrepreneur C, who was the only one who 

described his investee companies as a portfolio. He organized them CEO evenings, where 
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the entrepreneurs could get support from each other. He argued that supporting the 

entrepreneur is one of the most useful benefits that a business angel can provide the 

entrepreneur. Business angel C had also organized his investee companies' 

entrepreneurs a business coach that they could use in more difficult cases such as 

learning about the Asian business culture. Business angel C understood teaching the 

entrepreneur as a trade-off. He pointed out that he always considers the best of his 

portfolio and if one of them success, it might benefit also the other companies. He also 

believes that a business angel can and should coach an entrepreneur to think bigger and 

to develop herself.  

Some business angels seemed want to avoid too much responsibility by reminding that 

a business angel is not an employee and that advising an investee company should not 

be too time-consuming. For instance, business angel E argued that a good business angel 

brings approximately one good contact per year. He also noted that some entrepreneurs 

want a business angel present in meetings for several times. According to him, being a 

business angel should not take too much time and instead the entrepreneurs need to 

specify the cases, where they need the business angle's specific knowledge. 

In conclusion it may be stated that all the investment relationships included additional 

benefits but they did not usually discuss them beforehand. The business angels also 

wanted to avoid using too much time on advising an investee company. Their knowledge 

and experienced was though valued by the entrepreneurs. Most of the entrepreneurs 

were however in a hurry when raising their investment rounds and had therefore did not 

have time to focus on non-monetary benefits. 

 

7.6 Improvement of the relationship 

This research emphasizes improving an investment relationship and therefore all the 

interviewees were asked, how they would develop their relationship. The previous 

chapters have already suggested some improvement areas and therefore this chapter 

suggests more general topics. 

All the respondents seemed satisfied with their investment relationship in general, and 

thus any substantial improvement areas were not suggested. Some differences in 

expectations and understanding were however found. Especially the entrepreneurs 

seemed less satisfied with the communication, as almost all of them suggested 

improvements to it.   
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I would like us to sit more by Excel and to get help to understand possible futures 

scenarios and our ability to together influence those scenarios. Also discussing the game 

plan would be necessary as he (business angel C) often goes running around explaining 

things that are still confidential. (Entrepreneur C)  

I would like the business angels to be more open on their interests and expectations to 

enhance transparency between us. Also, regular meetings once a month would allow us 

to ensure information flow and goal alignment. (Entrepreneur E)  

Entrepreneur D however argued that an entrepreneur cannot expect much from a 

business angel’s communication as business angels are busy and do not have time to 

communicate. He also argued that the importance of non-monetary advice grows when 

the entrepreneur is younger. At a younger age the entrepreneur might not possess as 

extensive knowledge from the business world and thus, might need a business angel that 

can function as a mentor. According to entrepreneur D, young entrepreneurs might need 

advice in simple things such as testing a business model, financing and in understanding 

the market. For example their team does not possess almost any working life experience 

outside their start-up. Hence it might be useful to understand the situation the start-up 

is in and go through whether the business angel has the ability and willingness to take 

slightly more active role than usual. 

Entrepreneur A emphasizes the importance of having a mentor to exchange ideas with. 

The entrepreneur also noted that developing a business idea is costly and that business 

angels should keep in mind that especially the technology-based markets change quickly. 

Therefore, the companies should have moneywise a long enough runway to be able to 

test their business idea and change the strategy if necessary, since only a few companies 

have a winning business idea straight from the beginning.  

Entrepreneur D argued that usually an angel investor is not able to advise much, as they 

do not tend to know about the specific industry. The entrepreneur B also recognize the 

lack of industry specific knowledge:   

The board, and therefore the business angel as the head of the board, would need more 

courage to make important decisions. Currently the lack of decisions is however 

influenced by the lack of industry specific knowledge. (Entrepreneur B)  

It was also recognized that business angels' expectations vary greatly and therefore, their 

expectations should be discussed. According to entrepreneur A, they should together 

decide, what kind of information will be shared and how much the business angel is 
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willing to participate in the business. Business angel E also added that if a company has 

several business angels, they should discuss together to ensure that they all have similar 

expectations as well as contractual terms.  

As a conclusion it seemed that the actors had different expectations and that they did not 

discuss those expectations prior to the investment. Especially communication and the 

expectations according the amount of advising were considered as improvement areas. 
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8 ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION 

This chapter will analyse and discuss the results of the study and compare them with the 

theory presented in this study and after that, this chapter will lead to a suggestion of 

findings. The purpose of this study is to understand the expectations that business angels 

and entrepreneurs have of an investment relationship and improve the relationship to 

better meet those expectations. 

8.1 Analysing the business angel-entrepreneur relationship 

The difference between the business angel-entrepreneur relationship compared to both 

agency and stewardship theory is that the leadership and the ownership are not totally 

separated and instead the entrepreneur holds a partial ownership of the company. A 

shared ownership usually includes shared goals and thus, the relationships in this study 

had same characteristics as the stewardship theory did. This means that the relationships 

were based on trust and cooperation (Sundaramurthy & Lewis, 2003: 398).  The 

respondents felt trust as a crucial part of their relationships 

I have complete trust on entrepreneur D’s actions and that he will make decisions that 

are good for the company.  (Business angel D) 

However this study recognized that business angels wanted to express their trust by not 

setting expectations or discussing their wishes concerning the investment relationship. 

Also Bammens and Collawaert (2014:1985) found out that trust can in worst cases affect 

the investment relationship decisions making process negatively. They however meant 

that the entrepreneur would trust too much the knowledge of the investor. Trust might 

however in this study reflect the business angel’s way to support the entrepreneur in his 

decisions as the business angels, that did not have an official role in the company, felt 

that they should not influence the entrepreneur’s decisions. 

Arthurs & Busenitz (2003:146) argue that neither agency theory or stewardship theory 

describe an entrepreneur–investor relationship as they overemphasize the importance 

of the principal. Agency theory describes an agent that follows his own interest and 

stewardship theory implies the contradictory meaning that the agent does rather 

consider long-term actions and the well-being of a group (Hernandez 2012:172). 

According to Arthur & Busenitz (2003:146), it means that the entrepreneur would not 

follow his vision for the venture but instead assume the principal's vision as the better 

one. That is contradictory with the results of this study, which suggest that the 
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relationship is based on cooperation and that the business angels tend to trust the vision 

of the entrepreneurs. Business angel C argued that he tries to support the entrepreneur 

by trying to enhance her trust in herself since it is important for being a successful leader. 

According to agency theory, the actors usually have different risk aversion (Eisenhardt, 

1989:58). That is also true in business angel-entrepreneur relationships as for example 

business angel D stated that he does not usually reinvest in a company. That means that 

an entrepreneur should be immediately successful, which entrepreneur A characterized 

challenging, especially for technology companies. However business angel C noted that 

he usually supports the entrepreneur’s risk taking and is willing to help them financially 

if the risk taking would lead to failure. According to business angel C it is important to 

take risks to create a global company. Further financing and the financial support for risk 

taking is important for the future of a company and therefore it should be discussed 

already prior to the investment. 

Arthur & Busenitz (2003: 155) recognize that according to the stewardship theory, the 

steward is not driven by his self-interest, because it can be toned down, but instead is 

motivated intrinsically. However, they argue that the entrepreneur's primary concern is 

the venture's best interest. Schillerman (2013: 556) also argues that in stewardship 

theory, the goals and demands are not set by the principal, but instead the preferences 

are transmitted by "mutual search for appropriate targets and goals" Schillerman 

(2013: 556). In this study, several of the entrepreneurs emphasized the meaning of 

shared goals and described it as a foundation of a well -functioning relationship. It did 

however not mean that they would discuss the expectations and instead for example 

entrepreneur E relied on the belief that a mutual understanding exists even without 

discussing it.  

All the entrepreneurs recognized the value of the business angel’s knowledge. 

Additionally, the entrepreneurs thought that the business angels were also more 

experienced than the entrepreneurs. The business angels’ possibility to add value has 

also been recognized by researchers (Collawert & Manigart, 2016:367, Politis, 2008:139). 

Additionally many of the entrepreneurs were new in their positions and some did not 

even have any previous experience from work life. Thus, Stewards have been recognized 

to need time to get used to their stewardship role and to need clear guidelines in the 

beginning (Schillemans, 2013: 556).  However, some of the entrepreneurs were not new 

in their position or had previous experience of successful businesses and might therefore 
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not need as much guidance. Entrepreneur A for example had previous experience from 

two successful companies and he therefore was experienced running a business, but he 

still emphasized the importance of having someone to exchange ideas with. He especially 

specified that it is good to have an investor as a mentor since the success of the company 

is also in his best-interest. 

The interviews suggest that business angels were understood as less pro-active than the 

entrepreneurs, but only in relationships that did not include the business angel having a 

predefined role in the company. Entrepreneur D pointed out that the only way to get 

advice and other help, was to keep constant contact so that the business would stay in 

the mind of the business angel. Bammens and Collawaert (2014:1987) argue that the 

foundation on which the business angels build their knowledge on the business 

operations. The knowledge is important to be able to add value with well-targeted advice 

and honest feedback. Therefore the entrepreneurs should also improve their 

communication as almost all the business angels criticized the entrepreneurs for their 

reporting styles. 

The situation was different in the case where the business angel had an official role in the 

company. That relationship was characterized by regularity and proactivity from both 

respondents.  The article of Pietarila (2017) encourages the business angels to be active. 

In the article Riku Asikainen, who has made 18 exists altogether, argues that business 

angel investing has large profits to offer only for those who are actively participating in 

their investee companies. Fried and Hisrich (1995:106) also recognized that gaining 

power of relationship does not only include knowledge and experience but also 

participation. However all the business angels had several investment objects and they 

described advising the businesses and keeping contact as time-consuming. They all had 

however characterized these relationships as active and they recognized that they do 

want to participate in their relationships. 

Most of the entrepreneurs acknowledged that the business angels could not be expected 

to be active if they did not have an official role in the company. Two of the respondent 

entrepreneurs' companies did however not have a separated board and therefore they 

did not have any board members that could advise them. Business angel respondents 

also pointed out that they do not want to have an official role in the company. Their 

unwillingness can be explained through the Finnish law about ban of business operations 

(1059/1985). According to the ban of business operations law (1059/1985) § 1, a person 
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can get put in ban of business operations if he or she has during the last two years, been 

in the board of a business that has gone bankrupt. Based on the same law § 4, the person, 

who has been put in ban of business operations, is not allowed to exercise any business 

activities that has bookkeeping responsibilities. Additionally, according to § 4, the person 

who has a ban of business operation, is not allowed to be a board member in any 

community or foundation which owns or has business activities. Therefore, as especially 

new ventures are risky business, it might be risky for business angels to be in a board of 

a new venture and as business angel D pointed out, he wishes that no business angel 

accepts such position. 

Almost all of the business angels had experienced difficult previous investments. 

Business angel A stated: 

I met with them almost every week. I had my accountant with me and we were trying to 

go over their papers and get them to deliver all their receipts in a proper manner for the 

accountant. I tried to help them for three years and it did not make any difference. It took 

a lot of time and was not worth the invested money. (Business angel A) 

As discovered by business angel A, monitoring is not in a business angel’s best-interest 

as it is time-consuming. The business angel-entrepreneur relationships might also less 

likely to suffer from shirking as the agency relationship (Eisenhardt, 1989:61). The 

reason could be that the entrepreneur holds an ownership of the company and that the 

business angel has the power of money, which means that the entrepreneur is often 

dependent on them investing again, especially if the company has not reached success 

(Fried and Hisrich, 1995:106). An entrepreneur however has the power of expertise and 

he also holds all the necessary information and the relationship is characterized by 

information asymmetry (Lubatkin, Lane, Collin and Very, 2007:46). It means that the 

entrepreneur’s knowledge is important for the business angel’s further investment 

decisions. To enhance mutual success, the investment relationship should be 

characterized by shared understanding and expectations. The understanding might also 

change because of time and financial situations, and therefore the expectations and 

previous experiences should be discussed on a regular basis. 

 

8.2 Improvement areas 

The entrepreneurs in this study emphasized the knowledge of the business angel and 

their ability to positively influence a business. A couple of the business angels had also 
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been able to help their investee companies in internationalization. Thus, it may be 

concluded that the business angels’ knowledge and contacts are needed, even though the 

business angel is not part of the board. All the business angels in this study characterized 

themselves as active and agreed that they do want to help the ventures, in one way or 

another. According to (Fried and Hisrich, 1995:106) being active is also one on way of 

influencing the relationships as none of the business angel wanted to use formal power 

if it was unavoidable 

This study found a similarity in relationships that did not include the business angels 

having an official role in the company. According to this study those relationships did 

not include a clear discussion about expectations. For example, entrepreneur E noted 

that he felt that he and his business angel were on the same page even without 

expectations discussion. However entrepreneur E had never heard of an investor letter 

and business angel E instead claimed that he is usually very precise about reporting but 

did not want to interfere in entrepreneur E’s way of doing things. The respondents 

however recognized shared expectations and understanding as valuable for the future of 

the company. For example, entrepreneur A recognized that the business angel's role and 

preferred activity levels should be clearly specified and entrepreneur D emphasized the 

importance of discussing the expectations on before-hand, including the business angel's 

knowledge, contacts as well as willingness and ability to help. Business angel E also 

agreed: 

It would be good to meet regularly, for example, once a year or once every half a year. In 

those meetings it would be good to discuss things like strategy, an exit plan and other 

relationship related information. The investors should also discuss with each other so 

that one investor doesn't get better terms than another. (Business angel E) 

To prevent misunderstandings and difference in either goal alignment or expectations, 

this study suggests an expectations discussion framework. The framework is intended 

for business angel–entrepreneur relationships in which thee business angel does not 

have an official role in the company. The aim of the framework is somewhat close to 

Schillerman’s (2013: 556) understanding of the mutual target and goal search in the 

stewardship theory. In other words, the framework is aimed to function as a foundation 

for discussions regarding expectations. It aims to encourage business angels and 

entrepreneurs to discuss their individual expectations and wishes concerning the 

relationship before the investment is made or in the beginning of the post-investment 

phase. Several entrepreneurs in this study pointed out that they were in a hurry when 
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raising funds and therefore the framework is not only intended for prior to the 

investment. The actors are also encouraged to meet regularly to ensure that the 

expectations or goals have not changed. The framework considers both actors and is 

intended to enhance their cooperation and shared understanding.   

 

8.3 Framework for discussing expectations 

The Framework is based on the interviews made in this research and on previous studies. 

The main goal is to provide business angels and entrepreneurs a foundation for 

discussing relationship expectations. The framework is based on eight topics which the 

respondents found as areas for improvement. Even though the framework is aimed to be 

used either in the beginning of the post-investment phase or prior to the investment, it 

may also be used later during the investment process. For example, business angel E and 

entrepreneur D argued that the discussion should be made on a regular basis to enhance 

the long-term relationship, which includes constant information flow, trust and shared 

understanding. The framework is built up as a combination of business angel and 

entrepreneur perspectives. It offers both actors a mutual understanding of the 

relationship ahead. 

 

Operational  

All the respondents seemed to have a good knowledge of where business was going and 

what kind of business was the goal. Both entrepreneur D and business angel E though 

agreed that it would still need more discussing and writing down the goals to be able to 

reflect on those later during the relationship. Thus, it is recommended to write down the 

vision of the company and the main strategic goals for further comparison. 

 

Role / Activity  

As entrepreneur A argued, the business angel's role should be clearly defined, and it may 

change over time. Fili (2014b:4) for example found out that business angel's governance 

strategies are somewhat role dependent. Also, Lahti (2011) emphasizes the importance 

of the investor’s right role in the organization and the role’s balance with the 

entrepreneur’s best interest.  Based on the results in this study it seemed that the 

respondent pairs had not discussed the business angel's role beforehand.  

 

Most of the business angels in this study had some kind of a mentoring role but it was 

not fully determined and thus, the entrepreneurs were unsure, when they could ask for 
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help and mostly thought that they would not want to disturb the business angel. Politis 

(2008:139) recognizes that being able to act as a mentor means that "the business angel 

needs to have developed a reputation as a trustworthy and competent business 

person."  Entrepreneur A argued that some people do just not like to function as mentors 

or they might not be the right fit to be a mentor with the entrepreneur. The mentor role 

might often be something that happens as unplanned. Nevertheless, the most important 

part is to discuss the role so that both the business angel and the entrepreneur have a 

mutual understanding of their expectations regarding their relationship. 

 

Knowledge  

The business angels have been argued to add value in several ways. For example Ramos-

Rodríguez, Medina-Garrido, Lorenzo-Gómez, Ruiz-Navarro (2011:577) argue that 

business angles are better at recognizing business opportunities as they have been 

funding businesses. Hence, they might be able to recognize opportunities that the 

entrepreneur does not acknowledge. This view is supported by Ramos-Rodrígues et al. 

(2010:578) who argue that entrepreneurship, followed by managing a company, does not 

increase an individual's capability to recognize opportunities.  

 

Based on the interviews, the business angels had fairly varying knowledge, 

mostly concerning the financing industry and about strategies. Entrepreneur D pointed 

out that it might be better not to give strategic advice if the business angel does not have 

knowledge about the specific industry. Business angel B argued that it is sometimes 

difficult to give strategic advice if he is not familiar with the industry. Based on 

entrepreneur A's experience it might however be enough to have someone to exchange 

ideas with and thus, based on Rodríguez et al. (2010:577) research, a business angel 

might in such cases be more prone to recognize business opportunities.  

 

Entrepreneur respondents argued that the business angels usually have knowledge about 

strategy and about business in general. As entrepreneur D pointed out, the business 

angel's knowledge might be extremely valuable for young entrepreneurs that still lack 

business experience. This claim is supported by Mason (2006:285), who states that if the 

entrepreneur has the possibility to have an organized group of business angels, they 

might be able to provide significant value added bases on their extended knowledge, 

advice and strategic guidance.  
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Based on previous studies and the results of this research, it is recommended to discuss 

the business angel's abilities and willingness to help already in the beginning of the 

investment process. This study recognized that some entrepreneurs do not want to get 

helped and therefore, the entrepreneur's willingness to receive advice, should also be 

discussed. Setting a common ground for knowledge sharing might enhance the business 

and encourage the entrepreneur to ask help in more difficult strategic questions or in 

other difficult matters. 

 

Connections  

Business angels’ connections was recognized as valuable by all the respondents in this 

research. Additionally, Ramos-Rodrígues et al. (2010:578) argue that connections might 

give access to external knowledge and thus, to enhanced business opportunity 

recognition. Business angel B also argued that the connections that a board or the 

business angels have, are vital for knowing who to contact in difficult situations.  

Connections were also seen as a valuable resource regarding internationalization as in 

this research two companies had been able to internationalize partly because of the 

business angels' connections. Hence, international contacts might influence 

internationalization strategies and possibilities. For example, entrepreneur C had 

wanted to start their internationalization from the US market but due to the business 

angel's contacts to Asia, they got a large Asian partner. The change lead to a large product 

development in order to meet the requirements of the Asian market. Therefore, it is 

recommended to discuss international connections already in the beginning of the 

process since it might affect the company’s development and its products.   

 

Communication  

As previously mentioned, the relationship between a business angel and an 

entrepreneur, is often characterized by some level of information asymmetry (Lubatkin 

et al., 2007:46). Especially in situations where the business angel is not daily involved 

with the business, they rely on the information given by the entrepreneur. The results of 

this study show that the level of the information may vary greatly. One respondent did 

not provide any CEO letter, and some provided them every month. Also, the content of 

the letters were varying as some mostly wrote down their greetings whereas others had 

well developed key figures. Entrepreneur D used a wider scale information style, by 

including team greetings, company lifetime, sales development, recent achievements 

and account balance in the CEO letter. Business angel C instead supported a "Good- Bad 
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– Ugly" -method. Business angel E also emphasized the comparison of the information, 

arguing that being the real value for a business angel.  

 

Almost all the business angels wanted to improve the entrepreneurs' reporting. However, 

only one of the business angels had developed the report together with the entrepreneur. 

The results suggest that the discussion should include the frequency of the investor letter, 

the measurement figures used in it and comparison of the information. Some of the 

respondents also met face-to-face or discussed by phone and thus, the communication 

method should be clearly defined as some business angel were quite strict that the 

entrepreneurs should be able to communicate briefly. 

 

Documentation  

The business angels seemed to have varying opinions on documentation. Business angel 

B only wanted the most necessary documents in written formation and otherwise he was 

satisfied on spoken information. Business angel E instead was very precise with 

documentation and criticized the entrepreneurs for not being able to deliver necessary 

documents even for routine checks. He argued that the most important documents 

should be available at all times. Precise documentation was though criticized by almost 

all the entrepreneurs as they felt that it took time from the business itself, which is time 

out of increasing the value of the business angel's investment. Hence, it may be 

concluded that the documentation and its frequency, preciseness and availability should 

be discussed in the beginning of the post-investment phase.  

  

Additional Benefits  

As previously described, the business angels were able to provide several kinds of 

additional benefits. Financial and juridic help being the most common ones. Business 

angel C was able to provide a most extensive scale of additional benefits, helping his 

portfolio companies by providing a business coach and regular CEO meetings. Those 

meetings might be a great way to enhance the CEOs' opportunity recognition, and thus 

to develop their business. Ramos-Rodrígues (2010:578) argue that offering "creation, 

expansion and diffusion" through personal contacts with other entrepreneurs might 

promote opportunity recognition.  

 

The additional benefits though seemed to be mostly positive surprises for the 

entrepreneurs. It might be value adding to discuss those benefits already before the 

investment but also in the beginning of the investments process. According to Wetzel 
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(1983:30), one factor influencing the choosing of a business angel, should be the 

availability of management assistance. According to him, an investment deal should be 

"... a partnership of professionals with complementary resources and shared goals" 

(Wetzel, 1983:30). 

 

Future  

Business angels do not usually invest large sums at once but instead smaller amounts 

several times (Wetzel, 1983). Especially new ventures might often need to change the 

strategy in the beginning, which might include the need for further financing 

(Entrepreneur A). Business angel E argued that no business angel should invest if they 

are not at least tentatively ready to invest for another around. He pointed out that it is 

difficult for the entrepreneurs to get additional investors if the old ones are not ready to 

invest. Business angel D however noted that he does not usually invest on new rounds as 

he believes on that it is not his expertise anymore. Thus, it can be concluded that the 

future investment willingness should rather be discussed already prior to the investment 

but also regularly during the post-investment phase. If the business angel is not ready to 

invest in the new round, the entrepreneur should be given sufficient time to find new 

investors.  

 

Wetzel (1983:28) argue that business angels usually exit their investments within a given 

time frame whereas Paul et al. (2007:118) argue that a business angel do not have a clear 

exit strategy and instead want to increase the valuation of a company. Business angel C 

pointed out that a business angel should always have an exit plan written down in the 

contract. Both business angel A and C however added that they do not have any current 

exit plan. Exit expectations might however influence the strategy a company and thus 

the intended plan should be clear for both actors even and it should also be discussed 

regularly. 

8.3.1 Presenting the framework 

The figure six will present the framework that is suggested as to use as a foundation for 

expectations discussion. The framework is based both on previous studies and the results 

of this study. 
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Figure 6  Expectations discussion framework 
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8.4 Trustworthiness of the study 

Bryman and Bell (2015) recognize the orientation of Guba and Lincoln (1985 and 1994) 

concerning the evaluation of qualitative research, which states that evaluation is based 

on trustworthiness and authenticity or in other words validity. The trustworthiness can 

be divided into four sections: credibility, transferability, dependability and 

conformability (Bryman & Bell 2015:400).  

According to Patel and Davidson (2003:98) good validation means that the researcher 

studies the subject that she has aimed to study. This study has reached its purpose as it 

illustrates  thoroughly the relationship expectations and gives improvement suggestions 

based on those expectations. Content validity means that the theoretical framework is 

described in the interview by using proper metrics (Patel & Davidson, 2003:99-100). The 

theoretical framework in this study was not directly correlated with analyzing 

expectations and therefore the interview question emphasizes the theoretical framework 

as the research foundation but is not entirely built on the basis of the theories.  

The first section of trustworthiness, credibility, means that the research is done 

according to the rules of a scientific research. This means that the respondents should 

have the possibility to confirm that the researcher has understood them correctly. This 

technique is also called as the “respondent validation” (Bryman & Bell, 2015:401). This 

study follows the research guidelines of Hanken School of Economics. The results of this 

study will also be sent to all the respondents to make sure that the interpretation 

corresponds with their original thoughts.   

Transferability means that the results should be able to transfer to another time or 

context (Bryman and Bell, 2015:402). According to Bryman (1997:106,111) the results of 

a case study are difficult to generalize as the results are based on unique cases. However, 

this study is based on multiple cases. Therefore, the unique cases and their results might 

not be transferable as such but the overall results of this study may be considered 

transferable.  

According to Bryman and Bell (2015:403) dependability means that the researcher 

should keep records of all the research phases available for auditing. Auditing has not 

become a general way of validation as it contains some difficulties for example for the 

people auditing. In this study all the necessary documents are stored but they need to be 

accessed through the researcher and are therefore as accessible as Bryman & Bell 
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(2015:403) recommends them to be. The documents are however not evaluated by other 

people. The thesis instructor will though be part of the thesis throughout the study 

formation and therefore he is able to evaluate the dependability throughout the study.  

Last one of the sections in trustworthiness analyzation is conformability, which means 

that the researcher has acted in good faith (Bryman and Bell, 2015:403).  This means 

that the researcher has been as objective as a business research allows the researcher to 

be. the results have not at least consciously been manipulated and the analyzation has 

been done as objectively it is possible.  

The respondents had no difficulty understanding the answers and the respondents gave 

spontaneous answers that were not affected by the researcher’s own opinions. The study 

also included a sufficient amount of respondents, as increasing the amount of 

respondents would most likely not have influenced the results. However, time might 

have influenced some of the expectations and it should be kept in mind when reading 

this study. Most of the ventures were at an extremely early stage and therefore there is 

no reason to believe that it would influence the results significantly.   
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9 CONCLUSION 

The aim of this thesis has been to understand the expectations that business angels and 

entrepreneurs have of their relationship and analyse how their relationships could be 

improved based on those expectations. This study is based on previous research and 

studies about relationships and a qualitative study was formed based on those studies. 

This study includes five respondent pairs, including five entrepreneurs and 5 business 

angels. The respondent pairs had characterized their relationship as active, which means 

that the respondent pairs had active communication and the business angels considered 

themselves active in their investee companies. 

This study found similarity between the relationships that did not include the business 

angel having a predefined role in the investee company. The results show that the 

respondents had different expectations and that they did not usually discuss their 

expectations about the investment relationship. The relationships did also not include 

regular discussions and the communication relied mostly on investor letters and 

occasional additional contact, held mostly by the entrepreneur. Some of the relationships 

however included good additional benefits such as business coaches and help with 

internationalization. 

The entrepreneurs did not have any significant expectations as most of them were in a 

hurry when they were seeking for funding and thus, they did not have many additional 

expectations. Most of them wanted to have a person to exchange ideas and envision the 

future with. Several of the entrepreneurs also wished for advice in strategic questions but 

they recognized that the business angels are busy and did not expect them to have time 

to advise. Also the business angels’ contacts were seen valuable and potential sources of 

internationalization and customers or partners. The entrepreneurs though wished that 

the business angels would be more proactive, but only one entrepreneur respondent 

wished the business angel to be constantly in contact. 

Business angels had mostly monetary expectations, but they also recognized the need for 

precise administration and the entrepreneurs’ personal qualities such as sales skills. 

Some of the business angel respondents also brought out in their answers that the 

advising should not be too time-consuming, and a few also questioned their ability to 

advise the entrepreneurs. However, all the business angels were willing to help but they 

noted that the entrepreneurs should have a good knowledge about the topics they want 

advising with. 
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This study revealed that most of the business angels did not want to have a position in 

the board. One reason was that the business angels felt that their knowledge is outdated, 

and the businesses should be governed by the more risk-taking entrepreneurs. It was 

however also stated that a board position is not advisable because of the Finnish law of 

ban of business operations. According to it, bankruptcy of a company might influence its 

board members opportunity to exercise business operations. The business angels felt 

that they should not influence the entrepreneur’s way of doing business if they do not 

have an official role in the company. Also the entrepreneurs felt that they should not ask 

for much advice if the business angel is not a board member.  Both parties did however 

recognize the importance of the knowledge, expertise and contacts of the business angels 

that do not have an official role in the company. 

Currently the relationships that do not include the business angel having an official role 

in the company, lack a mutual agreement of the preferred activity levels and styles. 

Having a shared understanding of expectations is however characterized important by 

both previous studies and the respondents in this study, since a shared understanding 

prevents future disappointments. Therefore the respondents suggested that parties 

negotiating a contract would go through the business angel’s expertise, role, willingness 

to help and possible contacts.  It was also suggested that the expectations and the success 

achieving them would be looked through on a regular basis, though the preferences for 

this kind of action varied according to the individual respondents. 

To create and enhance the shared understanding, this study suggests an expectations 

discussion framework to function as a foundation for discussing expectations related to 

business angel-entrepreneur relationships and improving them. The expectations 

discussion framework, presented in figure six, includes eight discussion topics which 

were formed based on the discussion topics that were found important by both previous 

studies and the respondents of this study.  This study acknowledges that in order for the 

framework to reach its full potential, certain conditions must be met. The framework 

does however work as a good foundation for the expectation discussions even though all 

of the conditions are not met. The framework should be tailored according to the unique 

relationship and in its current form it fairly simple.   The results also emphasize the need 

for the regularity of the discussions. The aim of the framework is to improve the 

relationships to better meet both actors’ expectations. 

This study reached its purpose by providing knowledge which makes it possible to 

understand the expectations related to the business angel-entrepreneur relationship and 
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of suggests a framework that may be used to improve relationships. The framework 

suggested in this study is however based on a limited amount of respondents and might 

therefore still lack some vital discussion topics. The framework is also based on 

individual perceptions on their relationships, which might change. Thus, further 

research is recommended. 

9.1 Further research 

This study recognized the need to develop the business angel–entrepreneur investment 

relationship and therefore an expectations discussion framework was suggested. The 

framework should be further analysed and improved. Further study on the topic should 

be conducted from the perspective of the framework and keeping the framework as the 

foundation of the study. This study was also limited to only Finnish business angels and 

had a limited amount of respondents. Thus, further study should include a wider scale 

of business angels and be limited to business angels that do not have an official role in 

the company.  

Additional research should be made of business angel groups and their formation. As 

previously mentioned, it might add significant value to the investee company, but it 

might reduce the time-consuming of one business angel. Thus, it might be a more 

efficient way to share knowledge. Therefore, it should be researched whether they could 

invest separately but form a business angel group later on after the investment, which 

offers a knowledge pool for the entrepreneur. The further research should research the 

angels' willingness for such knowledge sharing as well as the formation and functioning 

of such business angel groups. 
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SVENSK SAMMANFATTNING 

 

INTRODUKTION 

Affärsänglar är en viktig finansieringskälla för nystartade företag och har i dagens läge 

investerat betydelsefulla summor i dem (Eban 2016:2). Dessa nystartade företag är 

nödvändiga för samhället eftersom de fungerar som källor till nya innovationer, skapar 

arbetsplatser och stabiliserar prisnivån (Lahtinen, Pekkala, Halme, Salminen, Härmälä, 

Wiikeri, Lamminkoski, Lähde, Mikkelä, Rouvinen, Kotiranta, Pajarinen, Dalziel, Barge, 

Meade & Zhao, 2016:5).  Affärsänglar har bevisligen ökat värdet på de nystartade företag 

de investerat i (Collawaert & Manigart, 2016:367). Även entreprenörerna har märkt detta 

och det är inte ovanligt att affärsängeln fungerar som en mentor för entreprenören 

(Politis, 2008:139). Därmed kan investeringsförhållanden konstateras betydelsefulla. I 

denna avhandling är målet att öka förståelsen för hur förväntningarna i ett 

investeringsförhållande kan se ut och hur förhållandet kan utvecklas. 

Forskningsområde 

Tidigare studier har undersökt affärsänglar som karaktärer och bevisat att de tillför 

mervärde till företaget i form av intellektuellt och socialt kapital, som hjälper företag att 

identifiera framtida affärsmöjligheter (Politis 2008:139). Tidigare studier har även 

påvisat att affärsänglar föredrar olika roller och mängder av aktiviteter i 

investeringsbolagen (Lahti, 2008:160). Därtill föredrar affärsänglar ett gott förhållande 

med entreprenören (Wetzel, 1983:27).  

Enligt Lahti (2011:68) skall parterna som avtalar om en investering ha en gemensam 

förståelse om förväntningarna. Affärsängeln är ofta inte i daglig kontakt med 

investeringsföretaget och därför borde partnerna ha en gemensam förståelse om den 

önskade aktivitetsnivån. Lahti (2011:68) påstår att felaktiga förväntningar leder till 

besvikelser och enligt Feeney et al. (1999:134) faller investeringar ofta på orealistiska 

förväntningar. Feeney et al. (1999:135) påstår också att entreprenörer ofta har 

orealistiska målsättningar samt krav på investeraren och de saknar en långsiktig vision. 

Det finns dock lite forskning i förväntningarna på investeringsförhållanden samt hur 

dessa förhållanden förverkligas. Denna avhandling ämnar att fylla detta forskningsgap. 

Studien beaktar båda aktörernas perspektiv eftersom det har argumenterats nödvändigt 

för att nå en helhetsbild om förhållandet (Fili, 2014b:59). 
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Syfte 

Syftet med undersökningen är: 1) att undersöka förväntningar angående förhållandet 

mellan affärsängeln och entreprenören och 2) att utveckla förhållandet för att bättre 

motsvara förväntningarna. Målsättningen är att skapa mervärde genom att identifiera 

potentiella brister i förhållandet. Forskningen är kvalitativ till naturen och den 

analyserar förhållandet från båda aktörernas perspektiv.  

Avgränsningar 

Studien avgränsas till att gälla aktiva affärsänglar som antingen aktivt ger råd åt sitt 

investeringsföretag eller annars jobbar med företaget. Dessa affärsänglar är personer 

som investerar genom små privata företag. Affärsänglar som investerar genom 

affärsängelnätverk tas inte med i studien. 

 

INVESTERINGAR I TIDIGA SKEDEN 

Marknaden för investeringar i tidiga skeden 

Investeringsmarknaden för nystartade företag består av tre olika typer av investerare: 

affärsänglar, folkfinansiering och VC-företag, som beviljar riskvilligt kapital (Eban 

2012:2). Det är lättast för entreprenörer att få en investering från den informella 

kapitalmarknaden, det vill säga affärsänglar eller via folkfinansiering. Affärsänglar 

investerar dock ofta större mängder än andra informella investerare (Freear et al., 

1994:111). 

Affärsängel 

Affärsänglar är förmögna individuella investerare som erbjuder finansiering i ett tidigt 

skede (Wetzel, 1983:25). Affärsänglar har blivit uppdelade i två olika kategorier, passiva 

och aktiva affärsänglar (Prowse, 1998:788). Denna avhandling fokuserar på aktiva 

affärsänglar som enligt Prowse (1998:778) antingen aktivt ger råd åt entreprenören eller 

på annat sätt aktivt deltar i investeringsföretagets verksamhet. Fokus på aktiva 

investeringsförhållanden är nödvändigt för att kunna nå avhandlingens syfte. 
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Investeringsprocess 

I olika studier definieras en investeringsprocess på olika sätt, men alla instämmer om att 

den kan definieras som en icke-lineär process mellan en investerare och, i detta fall, en 

entreprenör. Avhandlingen följer processen beskriven av Riding et al. (2007:333) 

eftersom den baserar sig på flera andra studier och kan därmed anses vara omfattande 

och beskrivande. Processen innehåller fem faser: genomgång av potentiella möjligheter 

och första intryck, bedömning av förslag, förhandling och verkställandet, post-

investerings engagemang och utgång av investeringen. 

 

AGENTTEORI, STEWARDSHIP-TEORI OCH MAKTTEORI 

Då målsättningen är att förstå ett långsiktigt förhållande mellan en investerare och en 

entreprenör, skulle användning av endast en teori lämna förståelsen på en alldeles för 

ytlig nivå (Fili 201b4:4). Agentteorin kommer dock att fungera som grund till analysen, 

i och med att den bäst beskriver relationen mellan en investerare och en entreprenör, då 

investeraren inte har en officiell roll i företaget (Fili 2014:4).  

 

Agentteori 

Agentteorin används mest i situationer där ägarskapet och ledarskapet är separerade 

(Eisenhardt, 1989). Jensen och Meckling (1976: 508) karaktäriserar relationen som ett 

kontrakt mellan en principal och en agent, där principalen har delegerat uppgifter, och 

även en del av beslutsfattanderättigheten, till agenten. Agentteorin pekar ut två problem 

som kan uppstå mellan agenten och principalen: olika målsättningar och olika mängd av 

risktålighet (Eisenhardt 1989:58). Dessa problem kan leda till agentkostnader som är 

antingen övervakningskostnader (Davis, Schoorman och Donaldson, 1997:23) eller 

"bonding costs" (Jensen & Meckling, 1976:308), som kan definieras som kostnader som 

agenten kan betala för att garantera att han agerar enligt principalens bästa intresse.  
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Stewardship-teori 

Stewardship-teorin grundades på basis av kritiken mot agentteorin (Donaldson, 1990). 

Stewardship-teorin baserar sig på sociologi och bygger på människans förmåga att 

identifiera fördelar på långsiktigt beteende istället för kortsiktigt opportunistiskt 

beteende (Hernandez, 2012:172). Grunden till stewardship-teorin är densamma som i 

agentteorin. Skillnaden jämfört med agentteorin är att enligt stewardship-teorin, strävar 

en individuell människa efter gruppens välmående istället för sin egen (Hernandez, 

2008:122). Agentteorin och stewardship-teorin utesluter inte varandra, utan är 

varandras komplement (Donaldson & Davis, 1991:60).  

Maktteori 

Varken agentteorin eller stewardship-teorin uppmärksammar att både agenten och 

principalen kan inneha olika typer av makt, som kan påverka beslutsprocessen och 

därmed också förväntningarna. Makt definieras som förmågan att få någon annan göra 

något som han eller hon inte annars skulle göra (Baldwin: 1980:501). Lehtonen 

(2006:65) påpekar att makt är en konstant del av förhållandet mellan investeraren och 

entreprenören och påverkar beteendet hos båda aktörerna. Fried och Hisrich (1995:106) 

menar att investeraren har tre typer av makt: pengar, personlig relation och formell makt 

i ett investeringsförhållande. Entreprenören, i sin tur, har expertis och juridiskt makt.  

 

METODIK 

Undersökningen försöker förstå olika individer och deras uppfattningar om ett 

förhållande och därmed reflekterar resultaten enstaka människors upplevelser och deras 

uppfattning om verkligheten. Forskningsfilosofin blir därmed hermeneutik, eftersom 

den strävar till att tolka och förstå (Lundahl & Skärvad, 1999:38-43). 

Forskningsansatsen är abduktiv, eftersom den möjliggör reflektion mellan teori och 

avhandlingens resultat samt ger möjlighet att först se på resultat och sedan hitta en 

förklarande faktor till resultatet (Denzin, 1978:109-110). Forskningsstrategin använder 

fallstudieansats. Förhållanden som analyseras i denna studie är mycket olika i sin 

karaktär och därmed skall flera undersökas för att kunna känneteckna möjliga behov för 

utveckling. Denna undersökning använder alltså fallstudieansats som innehåller flera 

fall. 
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Affärsängel-entreprenör-förhållanden som analyseras i denna avhandling är i olika faser 

och är olika till sin karaktär. Därmed vore det svårt att nå tillräckligt detaljerade resultat 

genom en kvantitativ undersökning och således följer avhandlingen en kvalitativ metod. 

Avhandlingens intervjuer är semi-strukturerade, eftersom de tillåter forskaren att ställa 

följdfrågor (Saunders et al., 2012:374-375). 

 

Intervjuerna utfördes med 13 personer varav 7 är affärsänglar och 6 entreprenörer. 

Svaren av två affärsänglar och en entreprenör uteslöts från undersökningen eftersom 

respondenterna inte uppfyllde forskningens krav. Respondenterna var alltså valda enligt 

deras investeringsförhållande och dess aktivitetsmängd. Avhandlingens resultat 

innehåller resultaten från intervjuer med fem affärsänglar och fem entreprenörer, det 

vill säga fem par av respondenter. Alla dessa affärsänglar har investerat i ett av 

respondententreprenörernas företag. Intervjuerna gjordes anonymt för att nå ärliga 

svar. Resultaten beskriver tidigare upplevelser samt förväntningar, och därmed kan de 

också påverkas av tiden och av en subjektiv insyn. 

 

RESULTAT 

Avhandlingens resultat är uppdelade i sex områden: motivation, förväntningar, 

förberedelser inför investeringen, kommunikation samt ytterligare fördelar och 

utveckling. Målsättningen är att nå en specifik förståelse om förväntningarna samt de 

motiv som investeringsbehovet grundar sig i. Vidare beskriver kapitlet huruvida 

investeringsförhållanden motsvarade förväntningarna. 

Affärsänglarna hade mycket varierande förväntningar om exempelvis entreprenörernas 

personliga kunskaper såsom att delegera, bygga nätverk och sälja effektivt. Största delen 

hade dock mest monetära förväntningar även om de inte var specifika. Trots det hade 

flera investerare inte planerat en tidtabell för utgång av investeringen. Entreprenörerna, 

i sin tur, hade inte större förväntningar och största delen av dem var mest intresserade 

av att få investeringar i snabb takt. Ett par respondenter ville ha en extra person att bolla 

idéer med. I allmänhet kan det konstateras att alla hade förväntningar, även om de flesta 

var personliga och inte specifikt gällde investeringsförhållandet. Förväntningarna hade 

inte heller diskuterats i början av investeringsförhållandet. 
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Kommunikation visade sig vara ett av de största utvecklingsområdena. Speciellt 

affärsänglarna kritiserades för bristande proaktivitet och entreprenörerna kritiserades 

för brist på effektiv rapportering. Utöver detta hade speciellt paren där affärsängeln inte 

hade en officiell roll i företaget inte diskuterat affärsängels roll i företaget eller 

tidsintervall för kommunikation. Affärsänglarna upplevde också att de inte ville påverka 

entreprenörernas sätt att rapportera även om de kritiserade detta. 

I flera fall ville entreprenören få mera hjälp av affärsängeln. Även om förhållandena 

baserade på förtroende, ansåg affärsänglarna ofta att de inte ville kommentera 

ledarskapet på företaget. På grund av de olika förväntningarna föreslog några 

respondenter att investerarens kunskap och vilja att delta borde diskuteras redan före 

investeringen, eller direkt efter. Därtill påpekade entreprenörerna att kontakten är 

väldigt viktig för dem och en entreprenör föreslog att affärsänglarna skulle kunna gå 

igenom sina kontakter mer aktivt och se när de kunde vara till nytta. Även strategiarbetet 

utpekades som ett område av intresse. Respondenterna menade att det borde 

dokumenteras och att företagets framgång borde uppföljas regelbundet. 

 

ANALYS OCH DISKUSSION 

Avhandlingens syfte är att utveckla investeringsförhållandet för att effektivare motsvara 

både affärsängels och entreprenörens förväntningar. På basis av resultaten kan det 

konstateras att affärsängel-entreprenör-förhållandet liknar förhållandet presenterat i 

stewardship-teorin och baserar sig på samarbete och förtroende. Däremot argumenterar 

Arthurs och Busenitz (2003:146) att en investerare-entreprenör-relation inte kan 

beskrivas med hjälp av stewardship-teorin, eftersom teorin antar att stewarden saknar 

egen vilja och därmed agerar enligt principalens intresse. Maktteori kan användas för att 

kontra detta argument, eftersom både entreprenören och affärsängeln enligt teorin har 

varsin typ av makt, exempelvis pengar och expertis (Fried & Hisrich, 1995:106), som gör 

att den andra parten vill agera i båda parternas intresse. 

Resultaten visar att affärsänglarna inte vill ha en officiell roll i företaget, vilket inte heller 

kan rekommenderas på grund av finska lagen. Entreprenörerna anser i sin tur att de inte 

kan förvänta sig att affärsänglarna deltar i verksamheten om de inte har en officiell roll i 

företaget, även om deras hjälp potentiellt kunde höja avkastningen. Därför föreslår 

avhandlingen ett ramverk som kan användas som ett verktyg för att diskutera 
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förväntningar och önskemål. Ramverket är ämnat för förhållanden där affärsängeln inte 

har en officiell roll i investeringsbolaget och där förhållandet kanske inte blivit lika 

etablerat. Alla förhållanden är dock unika och därmed måste ramverket ses som ett 

riktgivande verktyg som kan användas som grund för diskussioner. 

Ramverket presenteras i figur ett. Alla diskussionsområden som tas upp i ramverket 

baserar sig på denna avhandlings resultat och på tidigare studier. Ramverket kan 

användas som diskussionsunderlag antingen före investeringen eller i början av post-

investeringsfasen. Även om ramverket är ämnat att användas i början av 

investeringsförhållandet, uppmuntras aktörerna att årligen överse dess innehåll, eller 

åtminstone en del av innehållet. 
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• Företagets vision/strategi
• Vilka resurser är viktiga för att nå strategin?

OperationellaOperationella

• Vilken roll kommer affäräsängeln att ha i företaget?
• Hurdana aktiviteter önskar aktörerna och i vilka 
sammanhang?

Roll/aktivitetRoll/aktivitet

• Hurdan kunskap förväntar entreprenören sig?
•Har affärsängeln specifik kunskap som han kan 
erbjuda entreprenören?

• Har affärsängeln tillgång till extern kunskap?

KunskapKunskap

• Har affärsängeln tillgång till kontakter inom ett 
specifikt affärsområde?

•Hurdana internationella kontakter har affärsängeln?
•Är kontakterna i ett specifik land?

KontakterKontakter

• Hur ofta skall kommunikation ske?
• Skall kommunikation skötas personligen eller via 
telefon/andra metoder?

•Vad önskas av kommunikationen? 
•Hur ofta skall investerarbrev skickas och vilka 
mätinstrument skall det innehålla?

KommunikationKommunikation

•Vilka aktiviteter skall dokumenteras?
•Hur ofta och hur detaljerat skall dokumenteringen 
ske?

DokumentationDokumentation

•Vilka ytterligare fördelar kan affärsängeln erbjuda?
•Önskar sig entreprenören något mer?

Ytterligare fördelarYtterligare fördelar

• Är affärsängeln intresserad av att investera i företag i 
framtiden?

• Hurdana utgångsönskemål har affärsängeln?
FramtidFramtid

Figur 1  Ramverk för förväntningsdiskussion 
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SLUTSATS 

Avhandlingens mål var att förstå förväntningar och verkligheten gällande 

investeringsförhållanden samt att utveckla investeringsförhållandet så att det bättre 

motsvarar förväntningarna. Avhandlingen använder tidigare teorier och studier samt 

intervjuer med tio respondenter från fem investeringsförhållanden som utgångspunkt 

för analys och slutsats. 

Avhandlingen hittade likheter mellan förhållanden där affärsängeln inte hade en officiell 

roll i investeringsföretaget. På basis av resultaten kan det konstateras att respondenterna 

inte vanligtvis diskuterade sina förväntningar gällande investeringsförhållandet. 

För att nå avhandlingens syfte utvecklades ett ramverk för att underlätta diskussioner 

angående förväntningarna. Ramverket är riktat till investeringsförhållanden där 

affärsängeln inte har en officiell roll i företaget. Ramverket innehåller åtta olika 

diskussionsområden som beaktar båda aktörernas perspektiv och önskemål. 

Studien uppnådde sitt syfte om att förstå affäränglarnas och företagarnas förväntningar 

samt att utveckla investeringsförhållandet. Ramverket som utvecklades behöver dock 

ännu omarbetning på grund av ett begränsat antal respondenter och brist på prövning 

av olika diskussionsområden. Ramverket är också baserat på individernas subjektiva 

känslor och förväntningar som kan ändras över tiden. Därmed rekommenderas vidare 

undersökning och utveckling. 

Vidare forskning 

Denna avhandling hittade ett behov av noggrannare diskussion kring förväntningar och 

föreslog ett ramverk som kan användas som ett underlag för diskussioner. Ramverket 

baserar på respondenternas förbättringsönskemål samt tidigare studier. Ramverket 

borde vidare forskas och utvecklas, till exempel via en studie där ramverket skulle 

fungera som utgångspunkt för forskningen. Ytterligare forskning kunde göras kring 

affärsängelgrupper och deras samverkan och kunskapsdelning med entreprenörer. 
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APPENDIX 1 QUESTIONNAIRE FOR THE BUSINESS ANGELS 

Background and motivation  

1. For how long have you functioned as a business angel?  

2. In how many businesses have you invested as a business angel?  

3. Why did you choose this particular business as your investment object?  

4. What kind of criteria and wishes did you have prior to the investment?  

5. Do you have previous knowledge from the industry of this particular business?  

6. Have you learned something from your previous investments that you think is 

important in a relationship?  

7. How much did you invest?  

8. What is your role in this business?  

 

Expectations  

1. What kind of return on investment did you expect?  

2. What kind of general expectations did you have of the investment relationship?  

3. Did you discuss the expectations with the entrepreneur?  

4. Did you have non-monetary goals (such as supporting a Finnish entrepreneur or 

supporting a community).  

5. Describe a well-functioning business angel – entrepreneur relationship.  

6. How do you expect difficult situations to be solved?  

7. What kind of exit expectations/wishes do you have?  

8. What kind of expectations did you have about the communication?  

9. Have you discussed reinvesting with the entrepreneur or have you thought about it 

by yourself?  

 

Investment relationship and additional benefits  

1. Which things do you consider as especially successful during the investment 

relationship?  

2. What kind of information did you expect? Have you gotten it and how often?  

3. Do you feel that you have always had access to the latest information? (Including 

both positive and negative information).  

4. How have the most important business decisions been made?  

5. What kind of advice have you mostly provided? Do you feel that the entrepreneur has 

listened to your advice?  
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6. Do you feel that you have had to agree with decisions that have not been in your best 

interest?  

7. How do you feel that trust affects an investment process?  

8. What kind of additional benefits have you been able to provide the entrepreneur?  

9. Do you feel that you have aligned goals?  

10. Do you feel that you have different risk-taking preferences?  

 

Challenges  

1. Could you describe your biggest challenges with the entrepreneur?  

2. How have you solved the problems so far? (Have you needed to appeal to the 

contract or use other power methods?)  

 

Improvement of the investment relationship  

1. Please describe three ways to improve the investment relationship to better meet 

your expectations.  

2. Do you feel that the information sharing process could somehow be made better to 

assure asymmetric information?  

3. Do you feel that you and the entrepreneur have had shared expectations and goals? 

What improvements would you suggest so that they would be balance?  
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APPENDIX 2 QUESTIONNAIRE FOR THE ENTREPRENEURS 

Background information and motivation  

1. Is this your first time as an entrepreneur? If not, could you tell about your previous 

companies. Did you have business angel financing in the previous one/s? How did 

the businesses success?  

2. When did you first get your business idea?  

3. When did you launch your business?  

4. At which point did you ask for financing?  

5. Did you consider other forms of financing?  

6. Did you receive the amount of financing that you hoped for? specify.  

7. Did you have a special reason for choosing business angel financing? (For example, 

looking for certain kind of advices).  

8. What were the main reasons to choose the specific Business angel?  

9. What did you want/expect to be the business angel’s role in the company?  

 

Expectations  

1. What kind of expectations/ wishes did you have towards the investment 

relationship?  

2. Did you discuss your expectations with the business angel?  

3. Describe a well-functioning business angel – entrepreneur relationship.  

4.  What kind of advice did you expect?   

5. How did you hope/expect that the demanding situations would be solved?  

6. What kind of decisions did you expect the business angel to influence?   

7. How often did you expect to communicate with the business angel? And what kind 

of information did you expect to share with him/her?  

8. Did you expect further financing?  

 

9. Investment relationship and received benefits  

10. Which things do you consider as especially successful during the investment 

relationship?  

11. What kind of information have you mostly shared with the business angel and how 

often?  

12. Has it been equally easy to share both positive and negative information? Specify.  

13. How have you made larger decisions? Did the business angel influence them?  
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14. What kind of advices have you mostly gotten? Do you feel that the advices have 

been accurate?  

15. Have you experienced some additional benefits? (Such as contacts or additional 

help)  

16. Would you have wished for more additional benefits?  

17. How has the decision processes been, has the business angel influenced your 

decision making?  

18. Do you feel that you have been forced to decisions that haven’t been in your best 

interest?  

19. How do you feel that trust affects the investment relationship?  

20. Do you feel that you have had conflicting goals?  

21. Do you feel that you have different risk-taking preferences?  

   

Challenges  

1. Could you describe your biggest challenges with the business angel?  

2. How have you solved the problems so far? (Have you needed to appeal to the 

contract or use other power methods?)  

 

Improvement of the investment relationship  

1. Please describe three ways to improve the investment relationship to better meet 

your expectations.  

2. Do you feel that the information sharing process could somehow be made better to 

assure asymmetric information?  

3. Do you feel that you and the business angel have had shared expectations and 

goals? What improvements would you suggest so that they would be balance?  

 

 


